III. PAHLAVI LITERATURE.
BY

E. W. WEST.

I. THE EARLIEST TRACES OF PAHLAVI.
§ i. As an essential characteristic of Pahlavi writing is the mingling
of Iranian with Semitic words, we may perhaps look for the earliest traces
of Pahlavi Literature to the legends on the Abd-Zohar and sub-Parthian coins
of the third and fourth centuries before Christ, quoted by HAUG in his Essay
on Pahlavi,1 pp. 30, 133, from LEVY'S Beitr ge in ZDMG. vols. xv. and xxi.2
The Iranian admixture is small, but it exists, and its existence is sufficient
to show that a species of Pahlavi was already in use and written in Aramaic
characters.
1

HAUG, An introductory essay on the Pahlavi language; Bombay and London,
1870. 2 LEVY, Beitr ge zur aram ischen M nzkunde Kleinasiens, ZDMG. xv, 623—628
(l86l); Beitr ge zur aram ischen M nzkunde Eran's und zur Kunde der altern PchlewiSchri , ZDM . xxi, 421—465 (1867).

§ 2. Some unexpected information as to the pronunciation of the Iranian
element of Pahlavi, in the first and second centuries after Christ, has also
been obtained from more complete decipherments of certain legends in Greek
characters on the coins of Indo-Scythic rulers of the Turushka dynasty in northwestern India. It had long been noticed that many of these coins bear representations of divinities of a Zoroastrian type, such as Mitro, Athro, and
others; also that the kings' names, written Kaniska and Huviska in Indian
inscriptions, are written Κανηρκι and ϋοηρκι in Greek characters on their
coins. It was even noticed that the Greek p in these two names was net
exactly the same as in some other words,1 and BURGESS 2 suggested that this
modified ρ was used for /, in the same way as I was used for p in certain
cases noted by VON SALLET.3 But it was left for M. A. STEIN 4 to show, in
1887, that this modified letter was really not a p, but was borrowed to represent the sound of /; and, by substituting this sound wherever this peculiar
letter occurred, he was able to decipher several further titles and Zoroastrian
names, such as saovavo stxo = s han nos h, Saopyopo = Sahrevaro, Asasiy/o
= Aw. Asavahista, Αρΰογ/ο = Ardvaxso (Aw. Asi-vanuhi). There also occur
on these coins the following Zoroastrian names and words: Miopo, etc. =
Mihro, Mao = M h, Λροοασπο = Lrohaspo, Οαδο = V do, Φορρο = Farro
(Aw. x2'arena, np. farr, farra), Οανινδο = Vanindo (Aw. Vanainti), Τειρο =
Ttr, and probably O/λαγνο = Vaslagno (Aw. Viry^rayna) and Αθ/ο = Phlv.
taxs or t s.5 Allowing for the deficiencies of the Greek alphabet, which
occasioned the use of the vowel ο for the sounds of h and ν (English a/),
in addition to its own, these Greek transcripts ought to represent something
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like the Iranian pronunciation of the first century after Christ. And it is
remarkable that this pronunciation often approaches much nearer to the
modern Persian than to the sound indicated by the written Pahlavi, which
latter seems to preserve traces of an older pronunciation more like that of
ancient Persian and the Awesta; this is especially seen in the names Mihro,
Sahrevaro, and V do, when compared with the Phlv. Mitro, Satraver, and
V t . The final vowel o, which is very rarely replaced by i or e on these
coins, is used after every consonant that occurs; but in MS. Pahlavi it occurs
only after b, p, t, c, k, n, and g.
1

CUNNINGHAM, Deities on Indo-Scythian coins, Babylonian and Oriental Record,
2
ii, 40—44; London, 1888.
BURGESS, Indiai Antiquary, xiii, 58; Bombay, 1884.
3 VON SALLET, Die Nachfolger Alexanders des Grossen in aktrien und Indien· Berlin,
1879. 4 M. A. STEIN, Zoroastrian Deities on Indo-Scythian coins, BOR. i, 155—166;
London, 1887; Ind. Ant. xvii, 89—98, 1888. 5 WEST, Notes on Indo-Scylkian coinlegends, BOR. ii, 236—239; London, 1888.

§ 3. In confirmation of the early corruption of the ancient Persian
Mfera into Mihr, the names of the Kappadokian months, taken by BENFEY
and STERN1 from ancient MSS., may be quoted: though six of these MSS.
give the form Mt pi, the other four have Μιηράν, Μωαρ, Muoi, and Μυοφ,
showing that the corruption had commenced. The continuance of obsolete
forms in Pahlavi writing, even down to the present time, must undoubtedly
be a survival due to the conservative instincts of writers; but whether we
should be justified in supposing that Artaxsatar was merely such a survival,
in the third century, is rendered doubtful by the occurrence of his successors'
names in the later forms Sahpuhari and Varahran which show that those
kings had no particular prejudice in favour of antiquated language.
i BENFEY und STERN, Ueber die Monatsnamen einiger alter Volker; Berlin, 1836.

II. THE SASANIAN INSCRIPTIONS.
S 4. For the oldest surviving specimens of actual literary composition
in Pahlavi we have to look to the rock-inscriptions of the early Sasanian
kings of the third and fourth centuries after Christ. One or two of the shorter
inscriptions were copied by FLOWER in 1667;* then by CHARDIN* and NIEBUHR;J
more r~f them by KER PORTER,* OUSELEY,S and WESTERGAARD;6 and the whole
of them have been copied by FLANDIN and COSTE/ and photographed by
STOLZE and ANDREAS.8 DE SACY? deciphered the short trilingual inscriptions
of Artakhshatar-i P pak n (226—241) and his successor Shahpuhar (241—272),
on the bas-reliefs of Naksh-i Rustam and Naksh-i Radshab, which consist chiefly
of names and titles in Greek and two dialects of Pahlavi engraved in different
characters, usually called Chaldaeo-Pahlavi and Sasanian Pahlavi. The information thus obtained was soon applied to the decipherment of similar
short inscriptions, in Sasanian Pahlavi only, at Shahp r and the T k-i B st n,
containing the names and titles of Narsih (293—302), Shahpuhar II (309—379),
and Shahpuhar III (383—388). It was also applied to the decipherment of
legends on the coins of other Sasanian kings (see HAUG'S Essay on Pahlavi,
pp. 3—15). But no further progress was made with the decipherment of
the longer Sasanian inscriptions, which contain more information than mere
names and titles, until HAUG began to apply to the subject the knowledge
of manuscript Pahlavi, which he had acquired among the Parsis in India.
The best texts, then available, of all the known Pahlavi rock-inscriptions had
just been collected by THOMAS,I0 mostly from the recent copies made by
FLANDIN and COSTE; and the bilingual inscription of Shahpuhar I, in a cave
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at Hädshiabäd near Persepolis, was selected by HAUG" as the most complete
and legible of the longer inscriptions. This inscription, which had been very
carefully copied and published by WESTERGAARD, is in Chaldseo-Pahlavi and
Sasanian Pahlavi, and the two versions mutually assist their decipherment.
It begins with the names and titles of king Shahpühar, his father, and grandfather, as in his short inscription at the Naksh-i Radshab; and of the remaining two-thirds of the inscription about one-third of the words in the ChaldseoPahlavi version and two-thirds of those in the Sasanian version are to be found
in the Pahlavi MSS. of the Parsis. When these words were identified it appeared
that the inscription was a record of the king's archery practice in the presence
of his nobles, and of his command that, as a spirit's target had been constructed there, the spirit's hand had written that no one else should presume
to shoot there after the spirit's arrow had been shot.12 As one of the king's
titles was minö-Hitri min yazdän, »of spiritual origin from the sacred beings,«
it is very probable (as suggested by FR. MÜLLER13) that the spirit (minö),
mentioned in the inscription, was the king himself.
1
FLOWER'S copies in Philosophical Transactions, No. 2OI, June 1693, PP· 775—777 >
London. — 2 CHARD IN, Voyages en Perse, et untres lieux de Orient, 3 vols., PI. 73;
Amsterdam, 1711. — 3 NIEBUHR, Reisebeschreibung nach Arabien und anderen umliegenden Landern, Bd. ii, Tab. 27, 34; Kopenhagen, 1778. — 4 KER PORTER, Travels
in Georgia, Persia, Armenia, Ancient Babylonia, iSr-'c. in 1817—20, plates 15, 23,
28, 65; London, 1821—22. — S OUSELEY, Travels in various countries of the East,
more particularly in Persia, ii, 238, plate 42; London, 1819—23.— & WESTERGAARD,
Inscrtftiones ducc Regis Saporisprimi, prope a vico fJajtäbäd inciste, appended to Bundehesh,
pp. 83, 84; Havnise, 1851. — 7 FLANDIN et COSTE, Voyage en Perse, pendant Its
anttees 1840 et 1841; Paris, 1851. — 8 STOLZE und ANDREAS, Persepolis, die achae•nienidischen und sasanidischen Denkmäler und Inschriften; 1882. — 9 DE SACY, Memoires sttr diverses antiquites de la Perse; Paris, 1793. — 10 THOMAS, Early Sassanian
Inscriptions, JRAS. New Series, iii, 241—358; London, 1868. — " Essay on Pahlavi,
pp. 45—65. — I2 Cf. WEST, Sassanian Inscriptions explained by the Pahlavi of the
Parsis, JRAS. N. S. iv, 357—407; 1869. Also HAUG'S Essays, 2d. Ed. pp. 87—90;
London, 1878. — *3 FR. MÜLLER, Die Pahlavi-Inschriften von Hädziäbad, WZKM.
vi, 71—75-

§ 5. The remaining inscriptions have not been so fully deciphered,
partly owing to their dilapidated condition, or to imperfections in the copies
or photographs, and partly owing to difficulties of interpretation. The most
complete of these inscriptions is one of 31 lines of Sasanian Pahlavi, near
one of the bas-reliefs of Naksh-i Radshab representing Aüharmazd in the
act of presenting a chaplet to the king. The first line, which is difficult to
read, seems to introduce the reader to the crown (karfir) of the divine
race, which, in 1. 27—31, addresses hinein the following words: —
ana zak karfir havctm zi Sahpühar malkän malkä kart, sein
magöpat va-aeharpat sem kalti havam Aüharmazdi malkän malkä va- Varahlän
malkän malkä
Sahpüharkan kartir;
Aüharmazdi magöpat sem halft
havctm zak Vanahlän malkän \nialkä\ zi Valahlänah kartir,
büxt lübän
Vanahlän zak Aüharmazdi magöpat sem kalfi havctm . . . .
[TRANSLATION]. »That crown am I who made Shahpühar king of kings,
(his) title of Mobad and title of Herbad have I produced who (was) the
crown of Aüharmazd, king of kings, and of Varahrän, king of kings, the
sons of Shahpühar; I who have produced (their) title of Möbad of Aüharmazd
(am) the crown of that Varahrän, (king) of kings, who is son of Varahrän,
(even) I who have produced that title of Möbad of Aüharmazd for the saved
soul of Varahrän«.
If this be the correct interpretation of this involved statement, the inscription may probably date from the reign of king Bahrain II (276—293).
The earlier part of it is chiefly religious in character, as the sacred beings
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(yazdän), heaven and hell, the soul, religion, sin, and good works are all
mentioned. With the aid of extreme patience and a few more photographs,
taken when the sunlight is in various positions, the whole of the inscription
could probably be deciphered, although it contains several engraver's errors.
§ 6. Two other inscriptions in Sasanian Pahlavi, on the southern portal
of the palace of Darius at Persepolis, are also very nearly complete, but
not very legible. They were copied by OUSELEY (Travels, pi. 42), photographed by STOLZE (Persepolis, pi. 49), and described by NÖLDEKE1 in his
remarks on the inscriptions in STOLZE'S Persepolis. The upper inscription
consists of twelve lines beginning as follows: —
Blrax Spendarmat madam snat z mazdayasn bag! Sahpühari malkän
malkä Airän va-Amrän mino-citri min yazdän, pa-van zak yavail amat
Sahpuhali malkän malkä hanuzt yehamtun
bero. mazdayasn bagt
Aüharmazdi malkän malkä Airän va-Amrän minö-citri min yazdän . . .
[TRANSLATION]. »In the month of Spendarmat in the second year of the
Mazda-worshipping divinity Shahpühar, king of the kings of Airän and Anirän,
of spiritual origin from the sacred beings; on that occasion when Shahpühar,
king of kings, has just now arrived
son of the Mazda-worshipping
divinity Aüharmazd, king of the kings of Airän and Amrän, of spiritual origin
from the sacred beings
«
As this Shahpühar is called the son of king Aüharmazd, he must have
been Shahpühar II, and the date of this inscription is therefore equivalent to
the month of August 311, when he was an infant in his second year. The
rest of the inscription will be difficult to decipher from STOLZE'S photograph.
The lower inscription consists of eleven lines, and is dated the month
Tir (or Mitri) in the eighteenth year of the same king, on the day Aüharmazd,
corresponding to 30 November 326 (or 28 February 327). It is rather more
legible than the upper inscription, and appears to refer to the doings and
good works
of the king, whose name occurs six or seven times.
1
NÖLDEKE, Bemerkungen zu den Inschriften.
§ 7. The remaining two inscriptions are in a much more dilapidated
condition. One of them has been by far the longest of the Sasanian inscriptions, originally consisting of about 7 7 lines, engraved in Sasanian Pahlavi
on the rock behind the king's horse in the basrelief of Naksh-i Rustam; but
only fragments of 65 lines were sufficiently legible to be carefully copied by
WESTERGAARD in i843.x From this copy, and that made by FLANDIN, an
attempt was made by WEST* to decipher one-third of the inscription. The
first 34 lines evidently contained an account of the succession of the early
Sasanian kings, from Artakhshatar to Bahram II or III, in much greater detail
than in the Naksh-i Radshab inscription (§ 5), but with the same particulars
of the crown and the title of Möbad and Herbad. So there is every reason
to suppose that these two inscriptions are very nearly contemporary.
* See Indian Antiquary, x, 30, 31, illustrations v, vi; 1881. — 2 WEST, Sasanian
Inscription of Naqsh-i Rustam, Ind. Ant. x, 29—34; Bombay, l88l.

§ 8. The other dilapidated inscription is bilingual, consisting of short
fragments engraved on detached stones which had fallen from the walls of
a ruined building called Päl-Küli, near Sulimanieh. Each stone supplies short
fragments of four to seven successive lines of Sasanian or Chaldaeo-Pahlavi,
and Rawlinson copied twenty-two such groups of fragments of the former
and ten of the latter in 1844; but, as none of them can be read continuously, it is doubtful if more than half the inscription has been found. Transcripts of these fragments were first published by THOMAS in i868;T but,
owing to their want of continuity, very little progress has been made in their
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decipherment. As the names of king Artakhshatar and king Shahpuhar occur,
as well as that of A harmazd without the usual royal title, we may conclude
that the date of the inscription may have been late in the reign of Shahpuhar I, or about 270 after Christ. Several names of countries or tribes
have been noticed in these fragments, and the kings of some of them are
mentioned; also priests, Aharman and demons; from which facts it may be
supposed1 that the inscription was both historical and religious.
JRAS. New Series, iii, pp. 278—300.
§ 9. Besides being contemporary records of the relationship and succession of ten of the early Sasanian kings, these inscriptions are useful guides
to the correct reading of many Pahlavi words, where the traditional pronunciation has been led astray by the ambiguity of several letters in the modern
Pahlavi alphabet. The Sasanian alphabet being less ambiguous in pronunciation,
the orthography of any well-identified word in the inscriptions is a better
authority for the reading of its counterpart in the manuscripts than the socalled tradition of the Parsis, especially in the case of Semitic words.
§10. The Chaldaeo-Pahlavi appears to have fallen into disuse towards
the end of the third century after Christ; but the Sasanian Pahlavi can be
traced, by means of coin-legends and inscriptions on seals and gems, gradually changing its alphabet into modern Pahlavi between the middle of the
fourth and the end of the sixth century, though the Sasanian x, s, and final
α seem to have been used till the latter end of the seventh century (see
Ind. Ant. xi, 225).
III.

THE OLDEST PAHLAVI WRITINGS NOW EXTANT.

§ ii. Among the numerous and miscellaneous writings on papyrus,
discovered in the Fay m district in Egypt during the last few years, are
many fragments of Pahlavi manuscript written probably in the eighth century,τ
being the oldest specimens of Pahlavi writing known to exist. This writing
is intended to be similar to that used in the Pahlavi MSS. of the present
day, and many words can be read with ease after a little practice; but it
is often careless and hardly legible. Some of the fragments appear to contain
portions of daily memoranda of sales or expenditure; 2 but, as there are
many varieties of hand-writing, the papyri are evidently the remains of a
collection of miscellaneous documents.
1

SACHAU, Fragmente von Pahlavi-Papyri aus Aegypten, Z. f. Aegypt. Spr. 1878,
pp. 114—116. — 2 HORN, Zur Entzifferung der Pehlevipapyrus, ZDMG. xliii, 50—52,
609—612; Leipzig, 1889.

§ 12. As specimens of old Pahlavi writing may also be mentioned ten
signatures of witnesses on a copper-plate grant to the Syrian Church in
southern India (JRAS. vii, 343),* supposed to have been engraved in the
ninth century; and four Pahlavi inscriptions, dated A. Y. 378 and 390 (1009
and 1021), containing the names of Parsi visitors to the Kanheri Buddhist
caves 2 in Salsette, near Bombay. Although both these specimens are engraved,
they must first have been written upon the copper plate and rock, before
the engraver began his work. Three centuries after these Parsis left their
names in one of the Kanheri caves, the oldest surviving Pahlavi MS., preserved
by the Parsis in India, was written at K'ambay in 1323 (see § 19).
ι See JRAS. new series, iv, 388, 389, and HAUG'S Essay on Pahlavi, 80, 8l. —
2 WEST, The Pahlavi Inscriptions at Kanheri, Ind. Ant. ix, 265—268; Bombay, 1880.

§ 13. From the foregoing sketch of the progress of Pahlavi writing it
will be seen that the modern alphabet is a direct descendant of the Sasanian
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alphabet, the changes of form in most of the letters having been made chiefly
between the years 350 and 680, though the Semitic final , wich is written
like mn in modern Pahlavi, is often like m on the Fayüm papyri. With
regard to changes in the written language, hardly any of the Semitic words
used in Sasanian Pahlavi have disappeared from the modern MSS.; Iranian
suffixes to Semitic verbs and particles began to appear in Sasanian Pahlavi
about the year 270, but the crude form of the Semitic verb continued in
use for the past participle and preterit, the suffix -t or -d converted it into
the third person present, singular or plural, and the suffix -e, either alone
or in addition to -/ or -d, appears to give a conditional meaning to the
verb; while the suffix -m of the first person singular was used only with
the Semitic verb havct and some particles in the inscriptions.
IV. THE ORIGIN OF THE PAHLAVI LITERATURE PRESERVED
BY THE PARSIS.
S 14. There is every reason to believe that an extensive Pahlavi literature, in all branches of knowledge, had come into existence before the
end of the sixth century; and, although the troublous times which then
followed, and soon led to the Arab conquest of Persia, must have checked
all literary pursuits, we shall find that Pahlavi works were still being written
as late as the end of the ninth century. In the mean time the modern
Persian alphabet had been invented, and the use of Pahlavi was then soon
confined to the Parsi priests, who seem to have continued to make additions
to some Pahlavi works, such as the Bündahish, till the end of the eleventh
century. Since that time, Pahlavi writers have rarely attempted to compose
anything in Pahlavi beyond invocational introductions and kolophons to the
MSS. they have copied, with probably some attempts at translating short
Awesta texts. They have also prepared Päzand or Parsi versions of old
Pahlavi texts, in which the Pahlavi words are transcribed in Awesta or modern
Persian characters; the Semitic portion of them being always replaced by
their Iranian equivalents. As the priests diminished in number, they found
it impossible to provide sufficient copies to keep all their religious MSS. in
existence; far less could they attempt to reproduce MSS. on other subjects.
Under these circumstances much of the old Pahlavi literature was, no doubt,
lost between the ninth and twelfth centuries.
§ 15. The Parsi priests who emigrated to India in the eighth century1
had probably very few MSS., and most of these they, no doubt, lost before
the end of the twelfth century, as we find, from kolophons preserved in
various MSS., that they received from Iran a copy of the Vendidad with
Pahlavi in 1205, and one of the Artä-Viräf-nämak after 1269, about which
time several other MSS. were probably brought from Iran by an emigrant
priest. Copies of such imported MSS. were certainly made in India between
1320 and 1325, as will be seen hereafter (§§ 18, 19, 58, 97,
). But it
appears, from letters received from Iranian priests in 1478, that the Indian
Parsis had then become ignorant of Pahlavi and wanted information on many
subjects. Copies of these letters from Iran, and of others received on fourteen
later occasions, down to 1673, are preserved in the Persian Riväyats of the
Indian Parsis; and it appears from some of them that a Päz. Yösht-i Fryänö
was sent to India from Iran in 1553, and MSS. of the Visperad and Vishtäsp
Yasht from Kirrnan in 1627. During the eighteenth century the Nlrangistan
and Denkart first reached India, and they have been followed by the Dätistän-i
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Denig, the Iranian Bündahish, and other important texts during the present
century; so that the Parsis in India now possess copies of all the Pahlavi
literature known to exist, and their priests are beginning to understand it
far better than any of the Iranian priesthood.
* B. B. PATELL, Pärst Prakäs i, I, n. 3, (Gujatafi); Bombay, 1888.

§ 16. This Pahlavi literature may be divided into three classes. First,
Pahlavi translations of Awesta texts, intermingled with Pahlavi commentary.
Second, purely Pahlavi texts on religious subjects, or connected with religion.
Third, Pahlavi texts on miscellaneous subjects not intimately connected with
religion. And it will be desirable to describe the texts in each class separately, so far as information has been obtained, beginning with the longest, and
dwelling chiefly on those texts which are least accessible.
V. PAHLAVI TRANSLATIONS OF AWESTA TEXTS.
ABOUT 141,000 WORDS.
.
2.
3.
45.
6.
7.
8.
9.
.
11.
12.
13.

§ 17.
Vendidad. Phlv. Vd. § 18.
Yasna. Phlv. Yas. § 19.
Nirangistän. § 20.
Vishtäsp Yasht. V. Yt. § 21.
Visperad. § 22.
Farhäng- Olm-aevak. §23.
Aüharmazd YashL Yt. L § 24.
Bahräm Yasht. § 24.
Hätökht Nask. Hn. § 28.
Aogemadaetshä. Aog. § 30.
Tshltak awistäk- gäsän. §31.
Atakhsh Nyäyish. § 25.
Part of Vidshirkart- Denig. § 32.

14. Äfnnagän-i Gähänbär. §26.
15. Haptän Yasht. § 24.
16. Srosh Yasht Hätökht. § 24.
17. Sirödshak . § 27.
18. Sirödshak L § 2 7 .
19. Khürshet Nyäyish. § 25.
20. Awän Nyäyish. §25.
21. Äfrinagän-i Dähmän. § 26.
22. Äfrmagän-i Gäthä. § 26.
23. Khürshet Yasht. § 24.
24. Mäh Yasht. S 24.
25. Yasht fragment XXII, 39—42. §29.
26. Äfrinagän-i Fravartigäru § 26.
27. Mäh Nyäyish. § 25.

Abbreviated titles of MSS.:— B = Bombay Denkart, brought to India in 1783.
Bu. = Bombay University Library. F = Iranian Bündahishn -written by Fre|ün
Mardshapan. F2 = Khurda Awesta belonging to Främji Fardünji. G = Iranian
Bündahishn written by Göpatshah Rüstakhm. H = Dastür Höshang's Nirangistän.
J = Dastür Jämäsp's MSS. K = MSS. in Kopenhagen University Library. L =
MSS. in India Office Library at London. Mf. = Mulla Flrüz Library at Bombay.
MH. = HAUG'S Collection in Staatsbibliothek München. Ml. = Manekji Limji's
library at Teheran, now in Bombay. O = OUSELEY Collection in the Bodleian
Library at Oxford. P = Supplement persan dans la Bibliotheque nationale a. Paris.
Pt. = Dastür Peshotan's MSS. T = Tehmuras's Nirangistän.

§ 18. The Pahlavi Vendidad contains about 48,000 words, of which
400 constitute the Awesta quotations introduced by the Pahlavi translators;
and its text is well known from SPIEGEL'S edition of 1853,* which separates
the Awesta text from its Pahlavi version. But, in the MSS. the two languages
are mingled, short sentences of the Awesta text alternating with their wordfor-word Pahlavi translation, more or less interspersed with explanatory glosses;
and sometimes the combined texts are interrupted by Pahlavi commentaries
of considerable extent, which occasionally contain Awesta quotations from
some other books.
The only two independent authorities for the Pahlavi version of the
Vendidad are the MSS. Ki and L4, both written in India about 570 years
ago; but they have lost very many of their original folios at the beginning,
so that the text of Vd. i, i—iii, 14 and iv, 29—v, 26 is missing in both,
and the best authorities for this missing text are Ml 3 copied from Ki in
Iranische Philologie.

.
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1588—94, and Bu. of about the same age. Ki has three successive kolophons, from the first of which we learn that Aertashlr-I Vohüman copied a
Vendidad in 1205 from the MS. of Hömäst-i Shätän, at the order and expense
of Mäh-dät-i Ätür-veh in Sagastän, for Mähyär- Mäh-Mitrö, a priest from
India, who had come from Aütshak near the river Sind (probably Utshh in
the Panjäb), and had been six years in Sagastän obtaining religious information for the Parsis in India. The second kolophon states that Rustakhm-i
Mitrö-äpän copied the Vendidad after his arrival in India, but the year is
not mentioned. And the third kolophon states that Mitrö-äpän- Kaf-Khusrob
(a great grand-nephew of Rustakhm) copied Ki from Rustakhm's MS. in
K'ambay in 1324, by order of his own father, for Tshähil Sang. Thus we
have an account of four successive copies of the Vendidad, from that of
Homast in the twelfth century to that of Mitrö-äpän which still exists. The
kolophons of L4 are lost, but it has long been considered to be in the same
handwriting as Ki, and this opinion has recently been fully confirmed by
direct comparison of L 4 with the photographic facsimile of J2, Dastür
Jämäsp's old MS. of the Yasna, now in the Bodleian Library at Oxford,
which is known to have been written by Mitrö-äpän. A copy of the missing
kolophons of L 4 has recently been discovered in Pt. 2, a Pahlavi Vendidad
written in 1787—8 and belonging to Dastür Peshötan, in which MS. they
were noticed by GELDNER; the first two of these kolophons are the same as
the first two in Ki, but the third kolophon records the completion of a
Vendidad, with commentary, at Naosärl by Mitrö-äpän- Kai-Khüsröb, for
Tshähil- Slmangän of K'ambay, at a date corresponding to 28 August 1323.
As this date was 214 days after the completion of J2 and 81 days before
the completion of K 5 by the same copyist, it is a likely time for the
completion of L4, and was just 37 weeks before the completion o f K i ; but
it is singular that these two old Vendidads should have been written for the
same person, and apparently from the same original. Ml 3 has two kolophons;
the former is a copy of the first kolophon in K i , and the latter states that
Ml 3 was written by Artakhshir Magöpat in the city of Bharütsh, and was
finished in 1594, it also copies many lines of the third kolophon in K i ,
omitting some few unsuitable phrases, which have also been struck out of
by a later hand, most probably by Artakhshir Magöpat himself, as they
are absolutely necessary for Mitrö-äpän's meaning in
. There is, therefore,
little doubt that Ml3 was copied direct from Ki, and its introductory invocation states that it was commenced in 1588. Bu. is also a Bharutsh MS.,
very similar to Ml 3, but it has lost its kolophon and first three folios,
containing Vd. i, —23 (Sp.); GELDNER has, however, ascertained that it must
be an old copy of Ml 3, and it is the best authority for the texts of Vd. iv,
—v, u and v, 21—25 (Sp.), \vhere the original folios of Ml3 are missing.
No other independent sources for the Pahlavi text are known in India, and
no attempt has been made to ascertain if independent MSS. exist in Persia.
No complete translation of the Pahlavi Vendidad has yet been made,
but SPIEGEL,2 DARMESTETER,3 HORN,4 and others have translated several passages, GEIGERS has translated Phlv. Vd. i, and Phlv. Vd. i, xviii—xx have been
translated in HAUG'S Essays, second edition, pp. 355—393.
The word-for-word Pahlavi translation of the Awesta text cannot be
really considered as a sample of Pahlavi literature, because the Parsi translators have been fettered by the Awesta arrangement of the words, but in
the occasional commentaries they have enjoyed more freedom, although
critical comments are seldom pleasant to read, as may be seen from the
following passages: —
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[Phlv. Vd. iv, 35, commentary (Sp.)] As, dena mat marak amar, zag-l
pavan Hüspärüm aj marak ämär; va-zag- pa-van Nihätüm gabrä marak
ämär, Snat marak -gabrä
-xvästak marak patmänak ämär; va-aj marak
la ämär, vad min dena. 3 aevak barä vazlünet, ayöw als barä vijäret, har
keno bim yaxsenunisno; amat min denct, 3 aevak barä vazlünt, ayöw aTs-i
barä vijärtö, aevak-ic bim lä därisno; amat val aevak mat valct. tane hanä
bim kern lä yaxsenunisno. Mitrö-drüjpavan zahäk yehvünet, nava drujaiti
xsa^raeibyö, pavan vala, farzand yehvünet axar min vinäs kart zerxünet,
nerebyö hö dändrqxti, apas pavan kolä kirfak karto dahisno sarltar
yehvünet; axar-ic pairi aojastarö zl. ahmät kär. Girätano-böjet- Kirmäriik
güft ae: Saplrän bim kern yaxsenunisno. Pavan cästak- Gö-güsnasp, amat
abü yemitünt ahlübo farzandän bim lä yaxsenunisno.
[TRANSLATION.] That is, this is the account of the number of years
(according to) that which is in the Hüspärüm as regards the account of the
number; and (according to) that which is in the Nihätüm (it is) the account
of the number of men. The number of years and the amount of men and
property (pledged) are a proportionate account; and, as regards a number
not enumerated, until one of these three departs, or some one fully atones,
fear of every vengeance is to be entertained; when one of these three has
departed, or some one has fully atoned, not even a single fear is to be
entertained; when it has happened to one, this fear is not less to be entertained by the others. The breach of promise subsists in one's offspring, nava
drudshaiti khshathraeibyo (»it deceives for nine guardianships«), it subsists in the child he begets after the sin is committed, nerebyö hö dändrakhti
(»it seizes upon men«), and through every good work done by him the
result becomes worse; afterwards, too, the effect is pairi aodshastaro
ahmät (»even more violent thereby«). Girätano-bödshet of Kirmän said that
fear of the good is less to be entertained. By the teaching of G5-gushnasp
(sometimes Nev-güshnasp), when the father has died, fear is not to be
entertained by righteous children.
[Phlv. Vd. v, 14, commentary (Sp. p. 47, 1. 16—p. 48, 1. 9.)] Afarg
güft ae: Denct. pürsisno pavan hixar, va-vijir pavan nösäl lä barä vadidünyen,
ma amatas vastamüntö väe hixar. Metök-mäh güft ae: Denoc. pürsisno pavan
kuvärag-\ vijir pavan nösäl barä vadidünyen, met. vad guväret, ae amat nösäl
pavan kuvär. 2 cästak ham-künismh yehvünt havctd, aey, amatas pavan zag
giräi kart, äs pavan zag xvärtar kart yehvünet; va-gabrä-ae amat val hesöm
yehetyüntano vazlünet, äs diväk-ae lä ämär, moc. kolä
yegavimüneto abarä
pätaxsah pesküntano. Zag-i ätaxs- Varahräm amat awlr dakyä awärlg-ae
barä täsisno; zag- ätaxs-i katig däityä-pairista barä künisno. Där-i akär
Tdena; zag mün nösäl patas barä dedrünyen, va-zag mün patas barä visöpend,
va-zag mün patas madam dar vadldünyen, va-zag mün carpisno den günuxt
yegavimünet, va-zag mün nesa-i dastäno pavan mähmämh yeda hanxetüneto.
Zag-i val kär dät yegavimünet, apas nösäl madam yehamtuneto, aevak-ic- lä
söjisno; barä pavan marglh restih, amat söjet-ae tanäpüharlkäno, barä zag
mün carplh den gümixtö yegavimüneto, mot. zag amat söjmitö margarjäno.
[TRANSLATION]. Afarg said that this question is as to bodily refuse, and
one should not deliver a decision as to dead matter, because when eaten
by it (it is) bodily refuse of the bird. Metök-mäh said that this question
(being) as to something digestible, one should deliver a decision as to dead
matter, because while it digests, this is when dead matter is in the digestible
(thing). The two teachings have become of similar operation, so that, though
made heinous for him by the one, it is made more injurious for him by the
other; and (as to) a man when lie goes to bring the firewood, (there) is no
6*
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calculation of any place for him, because everywhere it stands it is not
allowable to cut it down. That for the sacred fire is to be cut out of some
other \vhen very pure; that for a domestic fire is to be provided däityäpairishta (»lawfully inspected«). Useless wood is this: that on which they
may remove a corpse, that on which they dismember (a body), that on
which they may hang on a gallows, that with which grease is mingled, and
that on which a menstruous woman places her hand in her lodging. That
which is produced for use, and dead matter comes upon it, is also one
which is not to be burnt; but in (case of) death or wounding, when one
shall burn it (he is of) the Tanäpühar sinners, unless (it be) that with which
grease is mingled, for when that is burnt (he is of) those worthy of death.
1
SPIEGEL, Awesta, die heiligen Schriften der Parsen, sammt der Huzvaresch-Uebersetzung, Bd. I. Der Vendidad; Wien, 1853. — 2 SPIEGEL, Die traditionelle Utteratur
der Parsen; Wien, 1860. — 3 DARMESTETER, Le Zend-Avesta, traduction nouvelle,
Annales du Musee Guimet, xxii, notes to pp. I—293; Paris, 1892, — 4 HORN,
Übersetzungen aus dem Pehlevi-Vendldäd, ZDMG. xliii, 30—50; Leipzig, 1889. Beiträge zur erkläning des Pehlevivendidad, BB. xvii, 257 — 267; Göttingen, 1891. —
5 GEIGER, Die Pehleviversion des ersten Capitels des Vendidad; Erlangen, 1877.
§ 19. The Pahlavi Yasna contains about 39,000 words, and its text
is readily accessible in SPIEGEL'S edition of 1858.' It contains no long commentaries and very few short ones; but in other respects the word-for-word
Pahlavi translation is arranged in the same way, with interspersed glosses,
as that of the Vendidad.
When SPIEGEL published his edition the only MS. of the Yasna with
Pahlavi known in Europe was ~ . , which is still one of the best authorities
for both texts of the Yasna; but two other independent authorities, J2 and
Pt4, have since been recognised, the latter of which, though modern, traces
back its descent from a MS. whose writer was living in 1020. From the
kolophons of 5 and ]z it appears that they were both written in K'ambay
by the same Mitrö-äpän who wrote K i , and for the same person, Tshähil
Sangan. J2 was completed on 26 January 1323, but the MS. from which
it was copied is not mentioned. K5 was completed on 17 November 1323,
and, like Ki, it was copied from a MS. written by Rüstakhm, a great granduncle of Mitrö-äpän. Pt4, known to have been written in 1780, is one of
three copies of a MS. which came from Iran, probably in 1478, and whose
descent is described in the following extract from a Pahlavi introduction
which it contained, and which may be considered as a specimen of fifteenthcentury Pahlavi as written in Iran: —
[Extract from Phlv. introduction in Pt 4] ...
Va-ham-cim rat nipisto,
pavan ham-hüsikälisrilh-i pirüzgar, li denö bondage Hösäng-i Siyävaxs-i Sairffyär-i Baxt-äfrit-i Satröyär, min pacino-i aerpat Mitrö-äpän-i Spentö-dät-i
Mitrö-äpän,
min paZmo-i aerpat Mäh-panäk- Azät-mart-i panäh-T. min
Käzerüno rütastäk cajidmo, gabrä-i nlvako awarmändlg pavan denö, z>a-rübänö
apegümän, apas kämak-i frärun val yazdäno saplräno, Rüstaxm- Dät-Auharmazd, navak daraxt- min fantxo büm- Spähän, min Rüt-dasto rüstäk min
Varjüko matä. AwJstäk min pafmo-e, va-zand min paclno-e anösak Farnbag-1
Srös-atyyär nafsa. ral nipisto yegammünäto, dätako-i anösak-rübänö Mähaiyyär-i Faruxo-zät- min harn besäzväränistän min Käzerüno rüstäk, anösa&o-t
li Mäh-mndäto-t Naremähäno- Vähräm-i Mitrö—min kam pacmo—pacmo-e,
min xvaJiisno-l plrüzgar abü-nigir Mart-säto- Sahpühar- min faruxo büm-'
Siräzö . . .
[TRANSLATION.] . . . And for like reasons it is written, for similar successful deliberations, by me, the servant of the religion Höshäng, son of
Slyavakhsh, son of Shatröyär, son of Bakht-afrit, son of Shatröyär; from the
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copy of herbad Mitrö-äpän, son of Spentö-dät, son of Mitrö-äpän; and that
from the copy of herbad Mäh-panäh, son of Azhat-mart, son of the protector
of so many from the district of Kazherun, a beneficent man superintending
in the religion, without doubt of the soul, and his virtuous desire was for
the sacred beings and the good, (who was) Rüstakhm, son of Dät-Aüharmazd,
a new plant from the happy land of Ispahan, from the town of Vardshük
of the Rüt-dasht district. The immortal Farnbag, son of Sröshyär, had written
a copy for himself—the Awesta from one copy, and the Zand from another
copy, (which were) the production of the glorified Mähyär, son of Farukhzät,
from the same salubrious place of the district of Kazherun, (and of) »me,
the immortal Mäh-vindät, son of Naremähän, son of Vähräm, son of Mitro
(-äpän)«—from such copies, at the request of the successful and dutiful
(lit. »father-observing«) Martshät, son of Shahpühar, from the happy land of
Shiräz . . .
Of the writers mentioned in this rather complicated statement, Höshäng-i
Siyävakhsh was living at Sharfäbäd in Yazd in 1478, when he wrote some of
the documents brought back to India by Naremän Höshang; Mitrö-äpän-i
Spentö-dät, probably alive in 1280, was the grandfather of the writer of K 5
and J2; and Mäh-vindät-i Naremähän, in 1020, wrote the earliest kolophon
of the Denkart which is extant (see § 34). Another copy of Höshäng-i
Siyävakhsh's MS. is Mf4, which is evidently independent of Pt4, but contains
few variants; and the third copy, which belongs to Dastor Peshotan, has not
been examined. Whether Höshäng's original MS. still exists is not known.
A collotyped facsimile of Ja has been published at Oxford.2 Phlv. Yas.
xxx and Ivii (Ivi, Sp.) have been translated by HÜBSCHMANN,3 Phlv. Yas. xi
by BANG, 4 Phlv. Yas. xxviii—-xxxii,
in HAUG'S Essays,5 and many short
passages in the notes to DARMESTETER'S Yasna.6
1

SPIEGEL, Awesta, die heiligen Schriften der Parsen, sammt der Huzvaresch-Uebersetzung, Bd. II. Vispered und Yacna; Wien, 1858. -— 2 MILLS, The ancient manuscript
of the Yasna, with its Pahlavi translation, (A. D. 1323) generally quoted as J2, reproduced in facsimile; Oxford, 1893. — 3 HÜBSCHMANN, Ein zoroastrisch.es Lied;
München, 1872. Aiveslastitdien, Sitz.-Ber. der k. b. Akad. der Wiss., p. und h. CL,
1873,
· 651—664. — 4 BANG, Yawa XI, Bulletins de PAcademie royale de
Belgique, xviii, 247—260, 1889. — 5 HAUG, Essays on the sacred language, writings,
and religion of the Parsis, second edition; London, 1878; pp. 338—354. — 6 DARMESTETER, Le Zend-Avesta, traduction nouvelle, Annales du Musee Guimet, xxi; Paris,
1892.

§ 20. The Nirangistän contains about 3200 words of Awesta text,
6000 of Pahlavi translation, and 22,000 of Pahlavi commentary, including
1800 of Awesta quotations, three-fourths of which are from the liturgy. A
manuscript of this work was first brought from Iran to India by Möbad
Dshämäsp in 1720, and from this all the kno\vn Indian copies have descended,
including HAUG'S MS. MH8, and WESTERGAARD'S MS. K 41. This original MS.
has disappeared, but a careful copy of it, having been taken by Dshämäsp
Äsä in 1727, is now the best authority for the text in India, and a photozincographed facsimile of this copy has been prepared by the Parsis for
early publication. According to a memorandum on the first folio of Dshämäsp
Asa's copy, Möbad Dshämäsp states that the original, from which he was
copying, was written by Shäpuhar Dshämäsp in 1471.
Some twenty years ago Möbad Tehmuras Dinshawji Ankalesaria obtained
from an Iranian Möbad a codex containing a copy G of the Iranian Bündahish
written in the sixteenth century (see § 43), followed by a copy of the Nirangistän in a different handwriting, but without a kolophon, as the last 16
folios of the text were lost. This copy, which may be called T from its
owner's name, supplies the contents of three folios and several other short
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passages omitted in Dshamasp's copy which may be called H, also from its
owner's name, Dastür Höshang Jämäsp. And so far as it goes, that is,
for seven-eighths of the text, T is more correct than H, though both MSS.
mutually correct each other.
After the description of the Nasks, given in the eighth book of the
Denkart, had been translated, it became evident that the last seven-eighths
of the Nlrangistan corresponded exactly with the account of the first half of
the Nlrangistan section of the Husparam Nask, given in Dk. VIII, xxix, —17;*
and that the previous part of the Nlrangistan corresponded with the description
of some portions of the previous Aerpatistän section of the same Nask. As
this correspondence is quite as close as that of the account of the Vendidad
in Dk. VIII with the Vendidad itself, and the describer admits that his
descriptions are based upon the Pahlavi versions only,2 it may be considered
practically certain that the Nlrangistan consists of two, or more, large fragments of the Hüspäram Nask with Pahlavi, nearly as it existed in Sasanian
times. DARMESTETER has published the Awesta text, with a French translation
and many notes on its Pahlavi version, among the Fragments in his ZendAvesta, vol. iii.3 Beginning with priestly duties, the work is chiefly concerned
with the ritual in Sasanian times, the (irons, temperance, recital of the Gathas,
effect of the sin of a priest on rites, the Gähs and Gähänbärs, holy-\vater,
the kusft and sudra, barsom, firewood, and Horn-mortar.
1
SEE. xxxvii, pp. 94—96. — 2 Ibid. p. 3. — 3 Annales du Musee Guimet,
tome xxiv, pp. 78—148; Paris, 1893. See also SEE. iv, 300; second edition.

§ 2i. The Pahlavi Vishtäsp Yasht contains about 5,200 words; and
the only MS. which has been examined is in the library of Dastür Jämäsp
Minöcheherji Jamasp-Asana at Bombay. It is modern, and the Dastür,
recognising the handwriting, thought it was written about 1840, but did not
know from what MS. it was copied. The Awesta text alternates in short
sentences with the Pahlavi version, and the Yasht is preceded by an Aw.Phlv. introduction, consisting of the four B formulas, published in WESTERGAARD'S ZA. p. 485, which are used in the Yasna whenever the Vishtäsp
Yasht is recited instead of the Vendidad.1 The Pahlavi in this MS. is not
of an old type, and must have been composed after the Awesta text had
nearly reached its latest stage of corruption. But the constant use of for
ü, the larger initial y, and only one o, in the Awesta text, points to an
Iranian original; and the last clause of § 2 may be taken as a specimen of
some special knowledge, on the part of the translator, hardly obtainable in
India; it is as follows: —
[Extract from V. Yt. § 2, end: Aw.] . . . Aranhqm dure-paitinam amava
ya^a pifcsrö Näiväzö! [Phlv.] Ank-gütär Arcing rut dür-räs-vitär yehvünet,
clgün Arang rüt! amdvand yehvfmet, cigun mvetär- bera-t Arenaväc! (ae
Arenaväcih ae, ae-/ Arenaväc va-SaJiraväc 2 nxia-T Yimset yehvunt, bera.-i
- kabed amävandih däst).
[TRANSLATION of Phlv.] May you be far-traversing! traversing the distant
road of the Arang river, like the Arang river! May you be strong, like the
announcer, the son of Arenavätsh! (this Arenavätsh allusion is this, that
Arenavätsh and Shahravätsh were two sisters of Yimshet, and the son of the
former one possessed much strength).
It seems probable that »the announcer« is a translation of the name
Vifrö which has been corrupted into pii^ro in the Awesta text, as the word
»son« would be understood from the mere juxtaposition of the two names,
See SEE. xxxvii, p. 4, n. 2.
S 22. The Pahlavi Visperad contains about 3300 words, and its text
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is well known from SPIEGEL'S edition of 1858, based upon Paris MSS. written
in the last century. Like the Pahlavi Yasna it contains no long commentaries.
K7 contains a Visperad, with ritual, followed by a kolophon stating that it
was completed at Ankalesar, in India, by Rutastakhm-I Mitrö-äpän on a date
corresponding to 28 December 1278; and this is followed by a Visperad,
with Pahlavi, in the same handwriting. WESTERGAARD (ZA, introd. p. 13)
thought that this kolophon had been copied from an older MS., but GELDNER
is doubtful regarding this, on account of the Iranian style of the writing
and the accuracy of the texts. The copyist mentioned in this kolophon also
wrote a copy of AV and Yf in 1269 (see § 58), probably in Iran, but this
copy no longer exists. The next oldest copy of the Pahlavi Visperad appears
to be that in MH6, and was written in 1397.
§ 23. The Farhäng- Oim-aevak contains about 1000 Awesta and
2250 Pahlavi words, and was edited by HÖSHANG and HAUG in I867·1 There
are two very old copies of this text, one in MH6, written in 1397, and the
other in the nearly contemporary MS. K 20. The MSS. chiefly used by
Dastür HÖSHANG appear to have been copies less than a century old and
descended from K 20; but he sometimes consulted MH6. The two old MSS.
correspond very closely, and if HAUG had trusted entirely to his own MS,
MH6, with very few amendments of orthography, his edition would have
been far more correct than it is. But he supposed that HOSHANG'S MSS.
were independent authorities. This text gives the Pahlavi meanings of about
880 Awesta words, occurring either singly, or in phrases, quoted sometimes
from Nasks that have been lost. There are also longer explanations of
technical terms in Awesta law, some of which have been translated from
the old MS. text in SEE. xxxvii, pp. 40, 44, 51, 56, 64, 79, 104, in foot-notes.
It is worthy of notice that the Awesta letters
and
are written very nearly
alike in these old MSS., and this similarity has led to misreadings.
1

HÖSHANG and HAUG, An old Zand-Pahlavi Glossary, with English translation
and index; Bombay and London, 1867.

§ 24. The Pahlavi Yashts have probably not yet been all seen by
Europeans, but there is little reason for supposing that Pahlavi versions of
even half the Yashts are now extant, and some of those which are extant
may be comparatively modern. The Pahlavi Aüharmazd Yasht contains
about 2000 words, but no old MSS. of this text have been seen. SALEMANN
has published an Aw.-Pz.-Phlv. text from a MS. of the beginning of this
century;1 and similar Aw.-Phlv. texts occur in F2, written in 1706, and in
L i 2 written in 1755. But there can be no doubt that the Pahlavi text
existed before the time of Neryösang, in the twelfth century, as he translated
it into Sanskrit in his Peräma-iasti,2 the oldest known copy of which is Jg,
a very old MS. belonging to Dastür Jämäsp, written after Samvat 1400,
but its kolophon is lost DARMESTETER has edited the same Sanskrit version
in his Etudes iraniennes, ii, 256—26i, J taken from BURNOUF'S MS. No. 5. The
Pahlavi Bahram Yasht has probably about the same extent; Dastür Jämäsp
has a copy, probably modern, which has not been examined. Of the Pahlavi
Haptän Yasht, which would probably contain about 700 words, Dastür
Jämäsp has also a copy, with some other Yashts accompanying it, none
of which have been examined. The Pahlavi Srosh Yasht Hätökht also
contains about 700 words, and DÄRMESTETER has edited it in his Etudes
iran. ii, 333—339,' f r o m L i 2 and P33. It also occurs, in a complete state,
in K 2 2 written probably a century ago; and §§ 6—22 are found in K.20
copied in the fourteenth century. The Pahlavi Khurshet and Mäh Yashts,
each containing about 400 words, have been edited by DARMESTETER in his
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Etudes iron, ii, 286—8 and 292—4, from Li2; they likewise occur in F2,
and their Sanskrit version in Jg. The Phlv. Khürshet Yasht is also found on
the extra folios at the beginning of MH6, written in the fourteenth century.
1
SALEMANN, Ueber eine Parsenliatidschrift der k. öffentl. Bibliothek zu St. Petersburg;
Travaux du 3e Congres des Orientalistes, 11,493—592; Petersburg und Leyden,
1879. — 2 Phlv. Peramuno ydsto in Fa, fol. ib; apparently meaning »the surroundings, or accompaniments of worship«, as applied to the most indispensable prayers,
nyäyishes, äfnngäns, yasht I, slrodsha, patlts, etc. — 3 DARMESTETZR, Etudes irä•niennes, ii, Traduclions indigenes du Khorda Avesta, pp. 255—343; Paris, 1883.

§ 25. Of the Pahlavi Nyäyishes, the Atakhsh Nyäyish, §§ 7—16, occurs
in Li 2, and it is found complete, to the extent of about 1000 words, in a
modern MS. ] 8, descended from one written in 1739; its Sanskrit version
occurs in the old MS. Jg. The Pahlavi Awän Nyäyish, containing about
450 words, is also found in ] 8. The Pahlavi Khürshet Nyäyish, without
the Yasht, contains about 500 words, and is found on the extra folios at
the beginning of MH6 written about 1397, as well as in F2 and Li2. But
the Pahlavi Mäh Nyäyish has been seen only in F2.
§ 26. The Pahlavi Afringän-i Gähänbär, 3—13 (without the first
sentences of §§ 7—12) is found in F2 and J58, and contains about 490
words; the Sanskrit version of the same, including those first sentences, is
found in Jg and represents about 1200 Pahlavi words. The Pahlavi
Afringän-i Dähmän occurs in the same MSS. and contains about 400
words from Phlv. Yas. lix, 2—15 (Sp.). Yt. XIII, 49—52, _ is ^called the
Afringän-i Fravartigän in F2, and constitutes § 4 of the Afringän-i Gäthä
in other MSS.; its Pahlavi version in F2 contains about 300 words.
S 27. The Pahlavi Slrodsha I and II, containing about 530 and 650
words, respectively, are both found in Li2, K.22, Js8 and MÜ4 written in
1737. Slrodsha I is found alone in F2.
g 28. The Pahlavi Hätökht Nask, containing 1530 words, accompanies
its Awesta text, edited by HAUG in 1872' from the two fourteenth-century
MSS. K2o and MH6. The first section, »on the value of the recital of the
Ashem-vohü«, may possibly be the first section of the Hätökht Nask, which
is described in Dk. VIII, xlv, 2 as containing »particulars about the nature
of the recital of the Ahunavair, which is the spiritual benefit from chanting
it aloud.« The Ashem is often recited shortly after the Ahunavair, as mentioned in Hn. i, 7; so that the Denkart, when speaking of the recital of the
Ahunavair, would imply that the Ashem would soon follow. But there is
nothing in the description of the Hätökht Nask that applies to »the fate of
the soul after death«, which is the subject of the two other sections; though
it must be admitted that the last 121 sections of the Nask are hardly described at all in the Denkart
i HOSHANG and HAUG, The book of Arda-Vlra/, with Göshi-i Fryano and Hadökht
Nask, texts and translations; London and Bombay, 1872. — 2 SEE. xxxvii, 166.

§ 29. The final §§ 39—42 of WESTERGAARD'S Yasht-fragment XXII are
taken from a fragmentary text \vith Pahlavi translation in K20, separated
from the rest of Yt. XXII by about 100 folios of other texts. This short
fragment has been transliterated by DARMESTETER in his Etudes iräniennes,
ii, 340—342, and translated in his Zend-Avesta, iii, ii, 12. It contains about
60 Awesta and 350 Pahlavi words, and is partly about departed souls, and
partly refers to the distress of fire at the approach of the demon Az, and
the waking of men to their duties by early cock-crowing, in despite of the
fiend of lethargy. The end of the fragment is lost, as the next folios are
missing.
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§ 30. The Aogemadaetsha consists of 29 Awesta quotations, containing 280 words, with a commentary of 1450 words translating and connecting the Awesta; and only five of these quotations have been found in
the Awesta texts now extant. This treatise teaches the certainty of death,
and the necessity of being fully resigned and prepared for it. The Awesta
quotations and the Päzand and Sanskrit versions of the commentary were
edited, with a German translation and glossary, by GEIGER in 1878', chiefly
from MH2I, in which the text has a Sanskrit kolophon originally written in
1498. And DARMESTETER has recently edited the Awesta quotations, with
a French translation of the commentary, in his Zend-Avesta iii, 154—166 2 ;
for which purpose he has consulted copies of two independent Pahlavi MSS.
belonging to Dastür Jämäsp (J58 and another) both descended from a
Pahlavi MS. dated 1739, which may have been derived from a Päzand text
In both these MSS. the Aogemadaetsha (so called from its initial Awesta
word) is placed in the middle of an Afrln which they call the Äfrin-i Dähmän (see § 85). At the end of the Päzand-Sanskrit MS. of the Mainyo-i
Khirat, Lig, there are sixteen folios containing fragments of Sanskrit versions
of some Afnns, with occasional Awesta or Päzand quotations; and on the
sixth and seventh of these folios is the Sanskrit text and Awesta quotations
of Aog. 12—19, written in the fifteenth century. This fragment forms a part
of the Äfrin (äst) of the fourth day, which appears to be the same as the
Äfrm-i Artäfravash of the Persian Riväyats; and it supplies the Awesta quotation (Vd. xix, 107 Sp.) from which Aog. n is derived. If it were not for
a few traces of Pahlavi influence mentioned by GEIGER, to which may perhaps be added the single instance of a suffixed pronoun in güftas, »said by
him« (Aog. 57), it would be difficult to believe that this treatise was originally written in Pahlavi characters. At any rate, it must be a late specimen
of Pahlavi, although the opportunity of collecting the Awesta quotations from
Awesta texts, now no longer extant, could have hardly occurred after the
twelfth century.
1

GEIGER, Aogemada'eca, ein Parsentractat in Pazend, Altbaktrisch, und Sanskrit;
Erlangen, 1878. — 2 See also SBE. iv, 372; second edition.

§ 31. The Tshitak Awistak-i Gäsän, or »Selected Awesta of the
Gathas«, contains about 400 Awesta and noo Pahlavi words from the Yasna.
It consists of the following passages:—-Yas. xlv, 2, 3a, 4, 5, 6a—c; xlvi, 6 c—e,
7e, I7C—e; xlviii, 3ab; li, 8, 9; Hi, —4; liii, la—c, 2d, 8ad; xxviii, o; xxx,
lab; xxxi, 6, 21; xxxiii, n; xxxiv, 8c, ice; lix, 30, 31. The text is practically the same as that in the Pahlavi Yasna, and any variants that occur
are probably errors. The object of the selection appears to have been to
contrast the influences of the good and evil existences. It was already known
in India in the fourteenth century, as a copy of it occurs in MH6; but, no
doubt, it came originally from Iran, as Naremän Höshang obtained another
copy of it at Yazd in 1478, as appears from a copy of a letter preserved
in the Persian Riväyats. A few short extracts from the Aw.—Phlv. Yasna,
xi, 17—xiii, 8 and xxix, 6ab also occur near the end of K2o.
§ 32. The Vidshirkart-i Denig is a miscellaneous collection of Pahlavi
translations and religious texts. The translations· contain about 630 Awesta
words translated by 900 words in Pahlavi; and the religious texts contain
about 17,500 Pahlavi words, with 260 in Awesta quotations. This collection
was edited by Dastür PESHOTAN, the present highpriest of the ShehenshahT
Parsis in Bombay, and was printed at the expense of the Sir JamshedjI
Jijlbhal Translation Fund in 1848. The GudsharatI preface states that it
was edited from a copy in the highpriest's library, made in 1754 from a
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MS. in the Modi Library at Surat, which was written by Dät-piräi Shahpür
Mitrö-ayär of Kirmän in 1240, but whether this old MS. is still in existence
is uncertain, and no third one is known. The book professes to have been
compiled by Medyömäh, first-cousin of Zaratüsht; but there have been
several priests of that name, and one of them was a commentator of the
later Sasanian times, whose opinions are often quoted in the Pahlavi Vendidad. Whoever the compiler may have been, he quotes nine Awesta
passages from three specified Nasks, but not one of these quotations can
be traced in the descriptions of these Nasks given in the Denkart, unless
we suppose them to have been merely disconnected quotations in the commentaries. This fact does not prove that the quotations are forgeries, because
the descriptions of the Nasks are brief, and may be faulty, but it renders
them doubtful; and, as the style of the Pahlavi is modern, the work may
be very little older than Dät-piräi's MS. The principal contents, which very
much resemble those of a Riväyat, are as follow:—Pahlavi texts Nos. 55,
76 and 88; genealogy and life of Zaratüsht, inheritance, sacred fires, ceremonial apparatus, treatment and rites for the dead, dakhmas and bone-receptacle, bareshnüm and cleansing, kustl and sudra, marriage,
names of
the sacred being, five Gatha days, sins and good works, noxious creatures,
origin of Aharman, Gögüshnasp's explanation of Awesta difficulties, prayers
to be recited at various ceremonies, punishments, truth and falsehood, three
times for the Visperad, six necessaries for a fire-temple, navazut, a wife's
property, children to be taught, etc.
VI. PAHLAVI TEXTS ON RELIGIOUS SUBJECTS.
ABOUT 446,000 WORDS.
§ 33.
28. Denkart, books III—IX. Dk. §§ 34
—41.
29. Bündahishn. Bd. §§42—44.
30. Dätistän- Denig. Dd. §§ 45, 46.
31. Commentary on Phlv. Vend. §51.
32. Riväyat accompanying No. 30. §47.
33. Riväyat of Hemet- Ashavahishtän.
§ 50.
34. Rest of Vidshirkart- Denig. § 32.
35. Selections of Zät-sparam. § 49.
36. Shikand-gümanig" Vidshär. §53.
37. Shäyast lä-shäyast, with appendix.
Sis. § 54.
38. Dmä- Mamög- Khirat. § 55.
39. Epistles of Mänüshtshihär. Ep. §48.
40. Artä-Viräf nämak. AV. § 57.
41. Stäyishn- Si-rödshak. §56.
42. Dshämäsp nämak. § 66.
43. Bahman yasht. Byt. § 59.
44. Mätigän- Yösht- Fryänö. Yf. §58.
45. Questions answered by Awesta
texts. § 52.
46. Andardsh-I Ätürpät- Märaspendän,
§ 73, with Hakikat- Rödshhä. §67.
47. Patlt- Irämg. § 65.

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

Pandnämak- Vadshörg-Mitrö. §77.
Patlt-I Ätürpät-i Märaspendän. §64.
Pandnämak- Zaratüsht. § 70.
Andardsh- Aöshnar- dänäk. §60.
Äfriii-i shash Gähänbär. § 85.
Vätshak aetshand- Aturpät-I Märaspendän. § 80.
54. Mätigän- gudshastak Abälish. § 61.
55. Mätigän- si rödsh. S 68.
56. Pafit- Vitartagän. § 65.
57. Patit- khüt. § 63.
58. Mätigän- haft Ameshaspend. §87.
59. Admonitions to Mazdayasnians.
§ 71·
60. Injunctions to Behdens. § 68.^
61. Mätigän- mäh Fravartm rödsh
Khürdat. § 68.
62. Characteristics of a happy man. §84.
63. Äfrin- haft Ameshaspend. § 85.
64. A Father instructing his Son. § 88.
65. Stäyishn- jirön. g 82.
66. Afrm-I arta-fravash.' § 85.
67. Andardsh- dänäk mart. § 89.
68. Äshirvad. S 9°·
69. Afrin- myazd._ §^85.
70. Andardsh- Khusr o-i Kavatan. §72.
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71. Tshim-i dron. § 91.
77. Afrin-i vadshorgan. § 85.
72. Namäzh-I Aüharmazd. § 92.
78. Äfrin- gähänbär tshäshmh. § 85.
73. Sayings of Ätür-farnbag and Bakht- 79. Coming ofVähräm- vardshävand.
afrit. § 75 L
§_83.
74. Nirang- boi-datano. § 86.
80. Daruk- khursandih. § 81.
75. Näm-stäyishmh. § 93.
81. Replies of three learned men to
76. Five dispositions of priests and ten
the king. § 62.
admonitions. S 79.
82. Mätigän- si yazdän. §§ 67, 94.
§ 34. Of the Denkart, or Acts of the Religion, only Books III—IX,
containing about 169,000 words, were discovered at Bagdad in 1020, when
its oldest kolophon that has been preserved by copyists was written. And
it was stated by Mulla Flrüz in 1830', that a MS. of this Denkart was
brought from Iran to Surat in 1783 by Mulla Bahman, son of Mulla Bahräm,
a Parsi priest of Yazd. This was lent to the Dastür of Surat and when
returned, after much delay, many folios were missing. Several copies were
then made from the defective MS., so that they and all other copies made
in India are similarly defective. The defective MS. itself afterwards came
into the possession of Mulla Firüz, who was highpriest of the Kadmi Parsis
in Bombay, and it has since remained in the library of his successor; being
thus kept in Bombay, it is convenient to call it B. Of its 70 missing folios,
14 had been recovered before 1875, 50 were known to be in other hands,
and six had not been discovered; but copies of the contents of all these
folios, except the six still missing, were collected for the first time in that
year. From the kolophons attached to B and its copies it appears that the
copy of the Bagdad MS., made in 1020, was recopied by a writer who is
known to have flourished about 1355, this recopy was again copied in 1516,
and the next copy, made at Türkäbäd in 1659, is the MS. B brought to
Surat in 1783.
The only other authority for some of the text of the Denkart, independent of this MS., is the codex K.43, brought Jfrom Persia by AVESTERGAARD
in 1843, which contains about one-fifth of the text in two detached portions,
together with other writings. One portion occupies fols. 177—261, and contains seven-eighths of Book VI and §§ 160 and 287 of Book III with a kolophon written at Türkäbäd in 1594, and the text has evidently descended
from the copy of 1020. The other portion of the text is written by another
hand on 42 additional folios at the end of the codex; it consists of the last
two sections of Book III, the whole of Book V, and the first three-tenths
of Book IX which is left unfinished and without a kolophon.
The Denkart is a large collection of information regarding the doctrines,
customs, traditions, history, and literature of the Mazda-worshipping religion.
According to statements contained in the last section of Book III, its compilation was commenced by Ätür-farnbag, son of Farukhzät, a leading highpriest of the Mazda-worshippers, who had a religious disputation with Abälish
(see § 61) in the presence of the Khalifah Al-Mämün who reigned in 813—833.
And the work was completed by Ätürpät, son of Hemet, who is mentioned
in the Iranian Bundahish, xlv, n, (see § 44) as a contemporary of Zät-sparam
who is known to have been living in 881, when the third Epistle of Mänüshtshihar was written (see S 48).
1

Mulla Firüz, Av'ijeh Din, pp. 138—141, (Gujarafi) Bombay, 1830.

§ 35. Dk. Book III originally consisted of 420 sections containing about
73,000 words, but the first folio is lost, and fols. 2—4 are defective, having
the outer side-margin and about a quarter of each line of text torn off.
Fol. 2 begins in the middle of an answer to the second of a series of twelve
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sceptical questions propounded by apostates, which is followed by another
series of sixteen religious questions asked by a disciple, to all of which
answers are given. Out of the remaining 392 sections of Book III, 374 are
stated to be from the Nikedsho- Veh-denö, or »Exposition of the Good
Religion«, which was probably a religious manual well known in the ninth
century, but now lost. And as the remaining eighteen sections are intermingled with the rest, they may probably be derived from the same source.
Dastür PESHOTAN has edited about 50,000 words of the text of this Book,
as far as the end of § 276, with Gudsharafi and English translations, in six
volumes1. English translations of § 82 and parts of §§ 197, 198, 289 have
been published in SEE. xviii, 399—411; and of §§ 9, 163, 167, 420 and part
of § 199 in SBE. xxxvii, pp. xxx·—xxxii, 406—410. CASARTELLI has also
published a French translation of S i59 2 .
Some of the principal contents of the 144 sections not yet published
by Peshotan are as follow:—(§ 283) the tokens of righteousness and wickedness; (288) the extent of loss which the demons inflicted upon mankind,
and the restitution effected by Yim; (289) the ten admonitions of Yim to
mankind, and the ten counter-admonitions of Dahäk; (296) the five evil passions that take possession of bad men, and their antidotes; (315) the origins
of beauty and ugliness; (322) blessing and cursing; (339) the primitive faith
and apostasy; (343) what is requisite for the progress of religion; (344) the
best and worst of mankind, and (348) of periods; (374) the three fiends
that attack mankind from birth, and their opponent; (377) the deceit of the
maleficent spirit, and triumph of the beneficent spirit; (381) complete propitiation by mankind; (383) the two original evolutions; (384) the home of
good works and den of sin; (389) the seven excellences of king Vishtäsp,
and the possibility of any one of the good religion gradually acquiring the
same; (396) what is not changeable in a limited lapse of time, and what is
so; (398) four kinds of rulers; (404) men who are like angels or demons;
(410) the extreme righteousness of an upholder of the religion, and the
extreme wickedness of an apostate; (417) observations upon ritual; (419)
solar and lunar years; and (420) about the Denkart MS. The text of the
last two sections is found in both B and K-43.
1

PESHOTAN, The Dinkard, text, transliteration, Guj. and Eng. translations, with
select glossary, vols. i—vi. (Sir J. J. Translation Fund); Bombay, 1874—91. Vol.
vii has since been published. — 2 CASARTELLI, Un traite pehlevi stir
medecine,
Le Museon, v, 296—316, 531—558; Louvain, 1886.

§ 36. Dk. Book IV contains about 4000 words and commences with
an extract frojn the Selection of Customary Instruction, said to have been
compiled by Atur-farnbag, son of Farukhzät. This extract is an account of
the characteristics of the seven Ameshaspends, and, as an- instance of the
advantage of »desirable dominion«, personified by Shatraver, the fourth Ameshaspend, the legendary history of the efforts made by various good rulers,
from Vishtäsp to Khüsröi Kavätän, for the preservation of the national literature, is told as translated in SBE. xxxvii, 410—418. The remainder of this
Book is a summary of the further contents of Ätür-farnbag's work, about
the sacred beings; time and space, both limited and unlimited; spiritual and
worldly work; dwellers in the atmosphere as far as the stars, in all directions;
the formation of animals by the union of fire and water; the lunar mansions
and revolution of the firmaments; various existences and philosophical dissertations, some of which have suggested arguments to the author of the Shikand-gümämg Vidshär (see § 53). With regard to Artakhshatar, son of Päpak,
it is stated that on account of the marvellousness of his reign, as compared
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with those of his forefathers, he had less duration of rule. The MS. of
Earth-measurement (nipig-1. daiiug-patmariiK) is referred to for the calculations
of astrologers and other measures. Additional writings named in this fourth
Book are the NipTg-I Shän- Türko, Niplg- Hafdah-kalon (?), the Hindu Dhar
Köshäk (?), the Mystic (Mtsfig) of Arum, »and others of that description,
with the bun-nipig (or original MS. of the Awesta) in the treasury of Shapigän.« The philosophy (filasokfia)
of Arum and the sages of the Hindus
are also mentioned.
§37. Dk. Book V contains about 6000 words and commences with
the following statement, which is here quoted as a specimen of the text:—
[Pahlavi text of Dk. V.] o. Piruzgarlh-t dätär Aüharmazd, gada- vispö
dänäklh, ahülg denö-i mazdayasto. i. Panjüm madam göbisno- hü-fravarto
Atüro-farnbag- Faruxozätän-i hü-denän pesüpäi yekvüntö, pavan-ic ni/Ig-t
SID^D1 kariturii-äito. 2. Hangerftg pasuxvo- Atüro-farnbag- Faruxozätäno-i
hü-denäno pesupai, madam riisänakig pürsisno aecand- suküpo-1 axaragän-1
cigünas güfto dösiig väcö kädmon ramän zyasän NID^D-zV kantund münsäno harn
suküpo vandlg fräz aübas yehamtünismg. 3. Madam sardärlh-i agarto hamkün mün vazlüntö zyasäno myäkän pavan sipäh sardärih-i ham-döstig, vispäxyakih-i zag ram den sipäh-patih-l Büxt-Narsih. 4. Madam akärlmtano-i
awärüno-däfih va-vat-künisriih-'i bandag saräsar, va-girän sedäyazakih vazlyän-1 ajsän, pavan sedrunimtag dahyupato
-Löharaspö min Äirän satrö,
levaia Büxt-Narslh, val Arüm jBefä-Makdis, -va-zag küstako mänisno. 5. Va~
hü-denö viravtsno pavan durüstako mäfigäno-i denöig rastako pavan ramlgäno
ham-hü-sikälakih, denö-äkäsih-i durüstako-\, va-tang räymisnt/iä, va-denö gumämg xvästär axar min kabed zag- patkärismg va-hü-sikälismg va-cim-vij/olsmg pürsisno va-pasuxvo vala hävistö-i saxumg xvahismhä pasijako. 6. Madam cJgün mekadlüna^ petxambarän- pes min Zaratüxsto dena. denö, va-ctgün
yätüntö-~i awezako hü-fravarto Zaraiüxsto-J Spltämäno, va-mün yäiünd axar
axar yehetyüntärän- harn awezako sapir denö. 7. Aey, min p'etxambaräno,
firistakäno, va-denö pattraftärano yehvüni, mün hangertig bundag patirafto,
cigün Gäyökmarto yehvüntö, mün durüstako ajas figün Masye va-Siyämako,
Häösäng va-Täxmörupo va-Yim va-Fretüno va-Mänüscihar, va-Sämän vaKayän va-häno-c kabed pesüpäyän- den damänako.
[TRANSLATION.] o. The triumph of the creator Aüharmazd, and the
glory of complete wisdom, is the divine religion of Mazda-worship, i. The
fifth (book) is about the sayings of the saintly Ätör-farnbag, son of Farukhzät,
who was the leader of the orthodox, even in the manuscript which is called
. 2. The collected replies of Ätür-farnbag, son of Farukhzät, the leader
of the orthodox, about several significant questions that are the wonder of
the moderns, which are like the friendly words spoken by him of the ancient
tribes who really call it their
which is inclusive of a like wonder for
them openly accessible to him. 3. About the unswerving and co-operating
chieftainship of those forefathers who went in mutually-friendly command of
troops, the complete enclosure of that tribe within the military control of
Bükht-Narsih. 4. About the disabling of vicious habits and evil deeds which
are entirely connected, and of the heinous demon-worship and mischief which
are owing to them, through the ruler Kai-L5harasp being sent, with BükhtNarslh, from the country of Iran to Betä-Makdis (Jerusalem) of Arum, and
their remaining in that quarter. 5. And the orthodox belief in the rude
particulars of religious custom in the mutual deliberation of those of the
tribe, the acquaintance with religion of a boor, the difficult arrangements,
and the inquirer doubtful of the religion after the many controversial, deliberative, and cause-investigating questions and answers adapted to the imBrought to you by | Glasgow University Library
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portunities of that wordy disciple. 6. About how the accepting of this religion
by the prophets before Zaratusht (occurred), how the pure and saintly Zaratüsht the Spitämän came, and who will come afterwards as bringers of the
same pure and good religion hereafter. 7. That is, of the prophets, apostles,
and accepters of the religion, there were they who accepted it concisely and
completely, such as Gäyömart was, from whom came irregularly such as
Mashya and Siyämak, Höshäng, Täkhmörup, Yim, Fretün, Mänüshtshihar, the
Sämän, the Kayän, and also many other leaders in (those) times.
The text then gives a summary account of the birth of Zaratusht, his
father being Pörüshäsp of Yim's race, and his mother Düktäübo. Also of the
endeavours of the demons to destroy him, his acceptance of the religion,
and his bringing it to Kai-Vishtasp, with the opposition he encountered. Mention
is made of Zarir, Spend-dät, Frashöshtar, Dshämäsp, and the future apostles,
Aüshetar, Aüshetar-mäh, and Söshäns; of Vishtäsp's triumph over Ardshäsp,
the killing of Zaratusht by Tür- Brätröresh, and the provision of a chariot
(räe) by Sritö- \risrapan. Also about the coming of devastators, such as
Alexander and the smiter of Akre-khirat (Ayraera&a), Markus, Dahäk, and
others; of complainers of belief, such as Mashikh (the Messiah), Mänih, and
others; of periods, such as the steel age, that mingled with iron, and others;
and of restorers of religion, such as Artakhshatar, Ätürpät, Khüsröb, Peshyötan,
the future apostles, and others. About Dshämäsp collecting the teaching
(ämük) of Zaratusht, and having it written in gold on ox-hides to be kept
in the royal treasury (ganjo-l xüiäyän); from which the priests made many
copies for the people in general. About the division of the race of mankind
from the offspring of Siyamak, and the injury done by the demons to Höshäng and Väegart among the children of Fraväk. Also »how the requirements of the tribe (ram) of those who really call this their N"ID^D are effected
by our acquaintance with religion« and correct teaching.
The compiler then passes to other writings which have more of the
nature of a Riväyat. About the admonition of Zaratusht to perform the will
and commands of the creator, especially the smiting of the demons and
subjugation of the destroyer, and other religious duties. About heaven and
hell, the resurrection and the ever-stationary {hamistakan), sins and good
works, atonement and cleansing from sin, proper food and dress, marriage
and next-of-kin marriage, times and modes of worship, and precautions with
regard to fire, water, plants, _ and dead dogs and people. The ordeal of
melted metal undergone by Ätürpät- Märaspendän, as translated in ArtäViraf, p. 144, note. And the Book ends with a series of sceptical questions
about dualism and other Zoroastrian doctrines, propounded in conversation
by a Christian (Tarsäk) called Bükht-märäe, with replies taken chiefly from
earlier Books of the Denkart. These replies may be those of Ätür-farnbag
mentioned in § 2 of the introductory passage translated above.
1

S^D: If this name be Semitic it may perhaps be read Gyemara, but if Iranian it may be Simurx.

§ 38. Dk. Book VI contains about 23,000 words and consists of a
large collection of religious and moral maxims, with statements of duties,
customs, habits, qualities, and traditions, as well as the characteristics of
good and evil; but with very few details regarding ritual or ceremonies. The
first five-eighths of the text are about an epitome (nisang) o.f the sayings of
the Mazda-worshipping religion compiled by those of the primitive faith
(pöryötkesäri), consisting of about 320 sections all beginning with the phrase:
»and this, too, was thus considered by them«. The commencement of this
epitome, including sixteen of its .sections is translated into English in SEE.
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xviii, 269—275, and another section has also been similarly translated in
SEE. xxxvii, 5, note. One section informs us that the Farnbag fire is put in
the position of priests, the Güshnasp fire in that of warriors, and the BürzhinMitrö fire in that of agriculturists. And from another section we learn that
those of the primitive faith do not become wicked through the Judaism of
a Jew's clamour, or the infidelity (akdenöili) of other infidel clamour.
The remaining three-eighths of the text contain a continuation of similar
statements derived partly from other sources, such as the sayings of ÄtürpätMäraspendän, of king Khüsrö- Anöshak-rübän, and of Bakht-afrit. Also an
anecdote of two priests, Ätür-Narsih and Ätür-Mitrö, who had nothing to eat
but wild herbs and water, one day when travelling, and came to the conclusion that they had fully atoned for their priestly greed by so wretched a
meal; another anecdote of the chief möbad Vohüdät-i Ätür-Aüharmazd meeting
two priests carrying firewood from the hills; and a third about the contented
man Randsh-spödsh, »the grief-rejecting«. Besides notices of Ätürpät- Zaratükhshtän destroying a demon, of Ätür-farnbag and Ätür-bödshet speaking with
Vohüdat the chief möbad, and of the dying admonitions of Aüharmazd the
Sltshig to his disciples. Near the middle of this second part of the Book
some remarks are made about Senö and Ätürpät, disparaging the former,
and there also occur a few words about ocvetukdas which have been translated in SEE. xviii, 411.
§ 39. Dk. Book VII contains about 16,000 \vords and treats of the
marvellousness of the Mazda-worshipping religion from the creation to the
resurrection, according to the Nikejo-l Veh-deno, or Exposition of the Good
Religion. Beginning with the creation of Vohümanö and Gäyömart, reference
is made to the transference of Destiny (vaxs) or Glory (gada.} to Masye
and Masyäöi, to Sarnak, to Väegart and Höshäng, and successively to Täkhmörup, Yim, Fretün, Alrltsh, Mänüshtshihar, Auzöb, Kereshäsp the Sämän,
Kal-Kobät, Pätakhsröb- Alryafshvä (?) king of the Arabs, Kai-Arsh, Kai-Üs,
Aöshnör, Kai-Siyävakhsh, and Kai-Khüsrö. The transference of the Glory to
Zaratüsht and Kai-Vishtasp is told in a much more detailed story (nisang).
First, as to the wonders that occurred before the birth of Zaratüsht;
how the Glory passed through the heavens into the house of Frählm-rvänazöish, to his wife who then gave birth to Düktäübag, the mother of Zaratüsht, who became so radiant that the country people, led on by the demons,
Kavis, and Karaps, attributed all their misfortunes to her sorcery, and compelled her father to send her away to the town of Aläk in the Spitämän
district, to the house of Patlragtaräspö, whose son Pörüshäspö she married;
and, after many marvellous events, Zaratüsht was born with the Glory, and
his genealogy is detailed in the usual 45 generations back to Gäyömart.
Second, as to the wonders that occurred to Zaratüsht between his birth
and his first conference with Aüharmazd, including the many escapes he had
from the malice of Düräsröb the Karap, who had made Pörüshäspö afraid
of his own son. But this Karap was unsuccessful in his attempts to destroy
Zaratüsht, even with the assistance of Brätrök-resh the Karap. When Zaratüsht was thirty years old, Vohümanö appeared to him, coming from the
south in the shape of a man of colossal stature, and induced Zaratüsht to
go with him to a first conference.
Third, as to the wonders between the first conference and the acceptance of the religion by Kai-Vishtasp. Seven conferences took place in ten
years, during which time many wonders occurred. On his return from the
first conference, in the second year, Zaratüsht began preaching to the Kiks
and Karaps, before Tür- Aürväitä-sang, in praise of xvetükdas, as translated
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into English in SEE. xviii, 412, 413. He also requested a donation from a
rich Karap, named Vaedvoisht (Phlv. Vedvisht), but in vain. The demons
But and Sedsh attacked him, and were repulsed, as stated in Phlv. Vd. xix,
— i i (Sp.). After his last conference with Aüharmazd, he returned to the
world and proceeded to the capital of Kai-Vishtasp, where the deadly Zäk
and other Karaps were prepared to destroy him with the consent of the
king. During his controversy he was reinforced by the arrival of Vohümanö
and Ashavahisht, with the sacred fire, who were sent by Aüharmazd to assist
his arguments, and were received with awe by Kai-Vishtasp and his people.
And after the later arrival of Neryosang, with a further message, Hütös and
"Vishtäsp accepted the religion.
Fourth, as to the wonders between Vishtäsp's acceptance of the religion
and Zaratüsht's departure (vlxez) into heaven 35 years later, or 47 years
after his first conference with Aüharmazd. Among these are the establishment of ordeals, as translated in Artä-Viräf, p. 145, note, and the war with
Ardshäsp which is fully described in the Yätkär- Zarirän (see § 97). But
nothing is stated about Zaratüsht's death.
Fifth, as to the wonders during the life of Vishtäsp after Zaratüsht's
departure. Such as a full account of the provision of a chariot by
Srltö- Visrapan which is merely mentioned in Book V, the spreading of the
religion through all the seven regions of the earth in the course of 57 years
from its acceptance, and the coming of Spitolsh and Arezräsp to Frashoshtar-I
Hvöbän to inquire about it.
Sixth, as to the wonders between the time of Vishtäsp and the downfall
of Iranian rule. During which period mention is made of Alexander's devastations, as well as the maintenance of the religion by Vohüman, son of
Spend-dät; also by the high-priest Shenov who was born in the hundredth
year of the religion, died in its two-hundredth year, and had a hundred disciples (Yt. xiii, 97); and by the highpriest Arezväk, with his three colleagues,
Srütö-spädh, Zrayangh, and Spentökhratu (Yt. xiii, 115), who lived in the fourth
century of the religion, in the time of the apostate Rashn-resh. Then follow
short accounts of Artakhshatar-I Päpakän and his spiritual chieftain Tanvasar,
of Ätürpät- Märaspendän and Avarethrabä (Yt. xiii, 106), of king Khüsrö-i
Kavätän, and of the five tokens of the approach of the destroyers of Iranian rule.
Seventh, as to the wonders between the downfall of Iranian rule and the
end of Zaratüsht's millennium,, during the ninth and tenth centuries of the
religion, counting from the time when Zaratüsht went to his first conference
(at the age of thirty years). Among much lamentation about the decay of
religion, the demonism of the tribe with dishevelled hair (vijärt-vars), the
Christian (kiläsäyak) Shetäsp of Arum, and the Arabs, the Kalsar and Khäkan.
and Tshitro-mehan the righteous, with his club and 53 male disciples, are
mentioned. Then, when thirty winters of the tenth century remain unelapsed,
a maiden, named Shermg-abü (=Aw. Srutatf£>ri), walks up to the impregnating water, who is to become the mother of the famous (namig—semig)
Aüshetar, »the increaser of righteousness«, and whose ancestry comes from
Vöhü-rötshö-i Frahänyän (Yt. xiii, 97) in the family of Isatvästar, son of Zaratusht by Arandsh. From her Aüshetar is born, and his conference with the
Ameshaspends begins at the end of the millennium, when he is thirty years
old and the sun is obscured and remains stationary in the zenith for ten days
and nights.
Eighth, as to the wonders during the millennium of Aüshetar. The
diminution of evil existences, and the occurrence of the three dreadful winBrought to you by | Glasgow University Library
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ters of the wizard Markus, in the fifth century, owing to which most of mankind and animals perish._ During the fourth winter Markus is destroyed by
means of the Dähmän Äfrin, and people and animals are admitted from
Yim's enclosure to replenish the earth; after which there is much prosperity.
Ashavahisht deprecates all unnecessary slaughter of animals, and at the end
of the fifth century two-thirds of mankind are righteous, both in Iran and
abroad. Then, when thirty winters of the tenth century remain unelapsed,
another maiden of the same ancestry as before, named Shapir-abu (=Aw.
Vanhufyori) walks up to the same water, and becomes the mother of the good
(sajnr) Aüshetar-mäh, »the increaser of obeisance«, whose conference with the
Ameshaspends begins at the end of the millennium, when he is thirty years old
and the sun is obscured and stationary in the zenith for twenty days and nights.
Ninth, as to the wonders during the millennium of Aüshetar-mäh. Mankind begin to live on vegetables and milk, one cow supplying enough for
loo men, and one supply lasting for three nights; and after three years time
they consume only vegetables and water; the women and children are also
better instructed. The fetters of Dahäk are loosened and Kereshäsp rises to
slay him; also Kai-Khüsrö and his companions arrive to assist Söshäns. Then,
when thirty winters of the tenth century remain unelapsed, a third maiden
of the same ancestry as before, named Dshunbäk-abü (=Aw. Erydat-ß\ri),
walks up to the same water, and becomes the mother of the moving (junbäk) Söshäns, »the triumphant benefiter and body-producer« who overpowers
every one; hence she is called Harvispö-tarvlmtär (Yt. xiii, 142). At the end
of the millennium, when her son is thirty years old, the sun is obscured and
stationary in the zenith for thirty days and nights.
Tenth, as to the wonders after the millenium of Aüshetar-mäh, till the
end of the 57 years of Söshäns and the occurrence of the renovation, the
last great change. Söshäns, who lives on spiritual food and looks for evil
in all directions with six-eyed power, brings with him the triumphant Kayän
glory »which was carried off by Fretun when he smote Azh- Dahäk, by
Kai-Khüsrö when he smote the Tür Frangräsiyäk, by Frangräsiyäk when he
smote the Drö-I Zmigak, and by Kal-Vishtasp when he led away to righteousness anything of the world of righteousness carried off by the fiend«
(Yt xix, 92, 93). During these 57 years all fiends and war, with all evils
still remaining in the world, are destroyed; for seventeen of these years mankind live on vegetables, for thirty on water, and for ten on spiritual food.
Then, Aharman having perished, the renovation of the universe and the
future existence are produced. The account of this succession of events,
from the time of Artakhshatar-l Päpakän, is given in the form of a prophecy
by Aüharmazd in reply to occasional inquiries by Zaratüsht.
§ 40. Dk. Book VIII, which contains about 19,000 words, is a summary
of the contents of the twenty-one Nasks, or treatises, which appear to have
constituted the whole strictly-Zoroastrian literature in Sasanian times. This
literature was divided into three classes, equivalent to religious, worldly, and
intermediate knowledge; and each class contained seven treatises. The summary is based upon the Pahlavi versions of the Nasks, and is very brief for
the religious and intermediate classes, because a detailed account of the contents of every chapter was intended to be given in Book IX. But when the
compiler had reached the worldly Or legal class, he probably gave up this
intention, and began to summarize in much greater detail. This Book and
the next one have been translated into Englishr, and it is therefore unnecessary to describe their contents more fully.
WEST, Contents of the Nasks, SBE. xxxvii; Oxford, 1892.
Iranische Philologie. .
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S 41. Dk. Book IX contains about 28,000 words, and gives a detailedsummary of the contents of each chapter of only three of the religious Nasks.
And the Book concludes with a chapter containing many quotations from
unknown texts, and a long succession of detached phrases from the Pahlavi
Gathas strung together, as descriptive of the final triumph of religion. From
the extent of the summaries in these last two Books, as compared with the
known extent of some of the actual texts, it has been computed that the
total extent of the Nasks may have been something like 345,000 words in.
their Awesta texts, and two millions of words in their Pahlavi versions (SBE.
xxxvii, pp. xliv, xlv).
§ 42. The Bundahishn, known to the Indian Parsis, contains about
13,000 words, and was first brought to Europe, by ANQUETIL DUPERRON, in
a codex of miscellaneous Pahlavi texts (now ?33) which had been copied
from K.20 at Surat in 1734; and ANQUETIL published a French translation
of this copy of the Bundahishn in 1771 \ In 1820 K20 itself was brought
to Kopenhagen by RASK; it is a codex about five centuries old, containing
nineteen Pahlavi texts, of which the Bundahishn is the ninth. This codex is
described in AV. pp. v—vii, and contains three dated kolophons, but these
have evidently been copied from somewhat older originals; and one folio of
its text of the Bundahishn, containing chaps, xxvii, 25—xxviii, 12, is lost.
Besides K.20, RASK'S collection of Pahlavi MSS. at Kopenhagen contains 19
folios of other MSS. of the Bundahishn of about the same age, which are
catalogued as K2ob. Eighteen of these folios contain nearly the whole of
a very old copy of an imperfect MS. of the Bundahishn, of which 25 or 30
of the central folios had been lost, so that the text of K2ob contains only
chaps, i, 8—xi, and xxx, 15—xxxi, 15, with xxxii and xxxiv2, leaping from
xi, to xxx, 15 in the middle of a line. The nineteenth folio is a fragment
of another MS. apparently in the hand-writing of Mitrö-äpän, son of KaiKhüsröb, who wrote Ki and K5 in 1323—24; it contains the text of chaps,
via, —xi, i, and is probably a last remnant of the MS. from which the
other eighteen folios were copied.
Another old codex in two volumes of miscellaneous Pahlavi texts, with
some Awesta, written in 1397 at Bharutsh, was obtained at Surat by HAUG
in 1864, and is now MH6; its contents are described in AV. pp. iii—v. In
this codex the Bundahishn is the fifteenth of the twenty texts it contains,,
and is not so complete as in K2o; not only are chaps, xxviii, xxix, and xxxi
omitted, but also chaps, i—xiv are misplaced between chaps, xxiii and xxiv 2 ;
there are likewise more than twenty blank spaces left for words illegible to
the copyist, and more than sixty impossible readings due to unlucky attempts
to read illegible words. All these peculiarities indicate the probability that
the original MS., from which the Bundahishn in MH6 was copied, was so
old in 1397 as to be in a state of decay.
Other MSS. of the Indian Bundahishn, so far as they have been examined, have all descended from the text either in MH6 or Kzo; so that these
two codices and the fragments K2ob are the only independent authorities
for the text known in India, as it stood in the fourteenth century. A lithographed facsimile of the text in K2o was edited by WESTERGAARD in 18513;
HAUG translated the first three chapters of the Bundahishn into German in
1854*; SPIEGEL also translated many passages into German, and transcribed
chaps, i, ii, iii, and xxx in Hebrew characters, in i86o5; and a complete
German translation of the text, with valuable essays on many of the names
and subjects it mentions, was prepared by WINDISCHMANN and published in
i8636; all these translations being based upon WESTERGAARD'S facsimile edition
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of the text in K.20. Another German translation of the Bündahishn, with a
lithographed copy of the Pahlavi text, a transcript in Persian characters, and
a glossary, was published by JUSTI in i868 7 ; and, in addition to the text of
K 20, the translator \vas able to consult those of MSS., descended from MH6,
which had been in London and Oxford for many years.
ANQUETIL DUPERRON, Zend-Avesta, , pp. 343—422, Boun-dehesch; Paris, 1771.
— 2 As numbered in SEE. v, I—151. — 3 WESTERGAARD, Bundehesh, Liber Pehlvicus. E vetustissimo codice Havniensi descripsit; Havniae, 1851. — 4 HAUG, Ueber
die Pehlewi-Sprache -und den Bundehesh, GGA. pp. looi—1046; Göttingen, 1854. —
5 SPIEGEL, Die traditionelle Literatur der Parsen, in ihrem Zusammenhange mit den
angränzenden Literaturen; Wien, 1860. — 6 WINDISCHMANN, Zoroastrische Studien.
Abhandlungen zur Mythologie und Sagengeschichte des alten Iran; ed. SPIEGEL;
Berlin, 1863. — 7 JUSTI, Der Bundehesh, zum ersten Male herausgegeben, transcribirt, übersetzt, und mit Glossar versehen; Leipzig, 1868.

§ 43. It had long been evident that the text of the Indian Bündahishn
was of a very fragmentary character, but it was only some twenty years ago
that Möbad Tehmuras Dinshawji Ankalesaria obtained, from an Iranian Mobad, a codex from Persia containing a copy of the more complete Bündahishn known to the Iranian Parsis, followed by a copy of the Nlrangistan
(see § 20). This MS. was seen by ANDREAS in 1875, an(i information about
it, with extracts, was sent to me (for use in my English translation') in letters
from Tehmuras in 1877 and 1878; he also supplied D ARMESTETER with a
copy about 1888. In 1880 Tehmuras obtained a second MS. of the Iranian
Bündahishn from Yazd; and in the same year it was noticed that the first
two folios of the imperfect codex K.43, brought by WESTERGAARD from Persia in 1843, contained a remnant of the last chapter of the Iranian Bündahishn, with a kolophon written in 1587. This Pahlavi fragment was published in ANDREAS'S facsimile edition of the Pahlavi Mainyo-i Khard, from
the same codex, pp. 77—79 (see § 55). The first and last folios of the
Bündahishn in Tehmuras's first MS. have been lost, and are replaced by
later copies from his second MS., with kolophons stating that the first MS.
(which may be conveniently called G) was written by Göpatshah Rüstakhm,
who was living in Iran between 1531 and 1554, as has been ascertained
from four other dated kolophons. The second MS. is complete, and from
its kolophon we learn that it was written in 1626 by Fretün Mardshapän,
so it may be conveniently called F. In these two MSS. we have two independent authorities for the whole Iranian text of the Bündahishn in the
sixteenth century, except the first sixteen lines of the first chapter and the
last five lines of the last chapter, for which latter a second authority exists
in the surviving fragment of the text in K-43.
A careful collation of the Indian Bündahishn with this Iranian text will
show that the 13,000 words in K2o are merely a series of extracts from the
30,000 words which formerly existed in Iran and have descended to our
time through G and F. Besides the long passages that are wanting in K 20,
there are many omissions of words and phrases; while, on the other hand,
several such words and phrases occur in K.20 which have dropped out of
G. and F; there are also some verbal alterations. These minor differences
are such as might be expected, when we consider that K.20 is two centuries
nearer to the original, from which the Indian text was extracted, than G
and F. We know nothing historically about the connection between the
Indian and Iranian Bündahishn, but it is possible to make a plausible guess
on the subject. We are aware that Mitrö-äpän, son of Kai-Khüsröb, wrote a
copy of the Indian Bündahishn, of which one folio survives in K.2ob (see § 42);
we are also aware that he was in the habit of copying from MSS. written
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by his great grand-uncle Rustakhm, son of Mitrö-äpän, as in the cases of Ki,
K.5, AV and Yf, and the Yätkär- Zarirän. Both of these copyists emigrated
from Iran to India, but at different times; and Rustakhm wrote his AV and
Yf in 1269 before leaving Iran, and his K7 Visperad at Ankalesar in 1278,
after his arrival in India. We may therefore guess that Rustakhm, having
written one MS. in Iran, to take to India, may also have written others for
the same purpose, and this would account for the arrival in India of the
Yätkär-I Zarirän and the extracts from the Bündahishn which were afterwards
copied by Mitrö-äpän.
WEST, Bundakish, SBE. v, 1 — 151; Oxford, 1880.

§ 44. As the contents of the Indian Bündahishn are well known from
the translations already mentioned, it will be sufficient to state its general
character, and to describe only the additional information supplied by the
Iranian text The work probably began originally, as in the Indian version,
with this statement of its contents:—»The Zand-äkäsih, or knowledge of
tradition, is first about the original creation by Aüharmazd and the antagonism
of the evil spirit, and afterwards about the nature of the creatures of the
world, from the original creation till the end«. This statement applies to
the whole of the work as far as the account of the resurrection; but some
additional details of genealogy and chronology have been appended from
other sources. The short introduction to the Iranian Bündahishn (translated
in SBE. v, pp. xxxiii, xxxiv) was written with the approbation of a certain
high-priest Spend-dät, son of Mäh-vindät, who has not yet been identified;
but it must be a later addition to the work, perhaps contemporaneous with
the final phrases of the last chapter (ibid. p. xl), »as far as the year 447
of the Persians; now it is the Persian year 527«; which years correspond to
1098 and 1178 after Christ, as the Persian era seems to have been the
death of Yazdakart. All the rest of the Iranian text appears to remain as
it was left by the compiler who added the genealogies to the Zand-äkäsih,
and calls himself Dätakih- Ashavahisht, »the gift or production of perfect
righteousness«; at the same time giving the names of some of his contemporaries who are known to have lived in the ninth century (see SBE.
v, 147).
The Iranian- Bündahishn may be divided into 46 chapters, whose correspondence with those of the Indian Bündahishn and additional contents are
here noted: —
1. Ind. Bd. i, about Aüharmazd, Aharman, and the creation; with the
addition of the creation of Time and Väe before Vohüman, of fourteen other
sacred beings after the Ameshaspends, and of the six worldly creations during
the six season-festivals, respectively; with the names of the days and months.
2. Ind. Bd. ii to the middle of § 8 (Wgd. p. 7, 1. 9), about the formation
of the luminaries, with further astronomical details.
3. About the purpose of the creation of the creatures for waging conflicts.
Four days in each month named after the creator; Time and Väe created
for protection of the creatures; as there are seven Ameshaspends, so there
are seven heavens and seven worldly creations; the Ameshaspends and their
co-operators; and the five periods of the day; concluding with the remainder
of Ind. Bd. ii.
4. Ind. Bd. iii, about the rush of the destroyer at the creatures, with
short additions.
5. Ind. Bd. iv, about the primeval ox.
6. How the archfiends came spiritually in opposition to the angels of
the spiritual existences, through opposing every good quality by a corre
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spending evil one; from the latter part of which Ind. Bd. v, i, 2 (Wgd. pp. 12,
17—13, 4) is extracted. After many more astronomical details, the remainder
of Ind. Bd. v follows, with more astronomy, astrology, and measures of time.
7. Ind. Bd. vi, about the first conflict which the spirit of the sky waged
with the evil spirit.
8. Ind. Bd. vii, the second conflict which water waged.
9. Ind. Bd. viii, the third conflict which earth waged,
. Ind. Bd. ix, the fourth conflict which plants waged.
11. Ind. Bd. x, the fifth conflict which the primeval ox waged.
12. The sixth conflict which Gäyömart waged.
13. The seventh conflict which fire waged.
14. The eighth conflict which the zodiacal signs waged.
15. The ninth conflict which the angels of the spiritual existences waged.
16. The tenth conflict which the uncontaminated stars waged.
17. About the description of those creations, and the coming of the
evil spirit to the earth, stars, primeval ox, and Gäyömart.
18. Ind. Bd. xi, about the nature of lands.
19. Ind. Bd. xii, about the nature of mountains.
20. Ind. Bd. xiii, about the nature of seas.
21. Ind. Bd. xx, xxi, about the nature of rivers.
22. Ind. Bd. xxii, about the nature of lakes.
23. Ind. Bd. xiv, about the nature of the five classes of animals, with
further details at the end.
24. About the nature of mankind in nine varieties from Gäyömart, the
tenth being the apes; after the death of Gäyömart, Ind. Bd. xv occurs, and
some remarks follow about bears, apes, other animals, foreigners, negroes,
and women, concluding with Ind. Bd. xxiii.
25. Ind. Bd. xvi, about the nature of generation of every species, with
additional details, chiefly about animals, after §§ and 5, and about fish at
the end.
26. Ind. Bd. xxvii, about the nature of plants.
27. Ind. Bd. xxiv, about the chieftainship of men, animals, and every
single thing.
28. Ind. Bd. xvii, about the nature of fire; concluding with remarks on
worldly fires and those ofVarahräm, Farnbag, Gushnasp, and Burzhin-Mitro,
with some natural fires, as at Kumls.
29. About the nature of sleep which, created in the form of a handsome
youth, is perverted into a nightmare in the form of a young male horse
which spiritually oppresses a man from his head to his knees.
30. About the nature of wind, cloud, and rain. Wind, produced from
the earth in the form of a handsome youth, is perverted into the nocturnal
gale. The cloud carries the water which Tishtar raises by the wind, and
rains it down in drops. The conflict of Tishtar with Apäösh, and of Aspindsharush with the fire Väzisht. Stones, fishes, and frogs falling with the rain;
and whirlwinds.
31. About the nature of noxious creatures produced by the evil spirit,
such as snakes, scorpions, cats, ants, flies, bees, &c.
32. About the nature of the wolf species, thirteen in number, such as
the black wolf, tiger, lion, leopard, cat, and many others.
33. »About things of every kind, that is, for what reason they are created,
and the opposition that came upon them. It says in the religion that the
white Horn, which one calls the Gökerenö tree, Sec.« (as in Ind. Bd. xviii, xix).
34. Ind. Bd. xxv, xxvi, about the religious year.
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35. About the great exploits of the angels of the spiritual existences,
as translated into French by DARMESTETER in his Zend-Avesta, ii, 305—322,
with a few lines more at the end.
36. About the evil-doing of Aharman and the demons, as translated in
SBE. v, 105—114; (ANQUETIL and JUSTI xxviii, xxix contain the remains of
Ind. Bd. xxviii).
37. About the body of man as a type of the world, being a detailed,
but fanciful, comparison of the human body to the world and its surroundings.
38. Ind. Bd. xxix (xxx of ANQ. and JUSTI), about the spiritual chieftainship of the regions of the earth.
39. About the Tshinvat bridge and the souls of the departed; describing
the bridge and the fate of righteous and wicked souls when passing over it.
40. About the famous provinces of the country of Iran, and the abodes
of the Kayäns; the former being an abridgment of Phlv. Vd. I, and the latter
an account of settlements formed by Yim, Fretün, Kai-Us, Dahäk, Siyävakhsh,
Fräsyäw, and others.
41. About the calamities which happen to the country of Iran in each
millennium; one-third of which is translated into French in DARMESTETER'S
Zend-Avesta, ii, 398—402. The remaining two-thirds mention the reigns of
Vohüman, Humai, Däräi, Alexander, the ninety petty rulers, Artakhshatar-i
Päpakän, Shahpühar II, Pirüz, Kavät, his son Khüsröv, Yazdakart, and the
Arab ravagers; also the future coming of the three apostles to restore the
religion.
42. Ind. Bd. xxx (xxxi of ANQ. and JUSTI), about the resurrection and
future existence.
43. Ind. Bd. xxxi (xxxii of A. and J.), about the race and offspring of
the Kayäns, with further details; as translated in SEE. v, 130—140.
44. Ind. Bd. xxxii (xxxiii of A. and J.), about the lineage of Porushasp.
45. The family of the Magöpats, as translated in SBE. v, 145—148.
46. Ind. Bd. xxxiii (xxxiv of A. and J.) SBE. v, 149—151, about the
computation of years by the Arabs; with a few further details.
From this comparison of the contents of the Bündahishn, as known in
Iran and India, it is evident that the chapters on rivers, lakes, the ape and
bear, chieftainship, and plants (Ind. Bd. xx—xxiv and xxvii) are misplaced
in the Indian extracts in K 20. This is clear enough from the confusion
introduced into the arrangement of subjects by this misplacement of chapters;
but it is fully confirmed by the first three lines of the chapter on rivers
having been written in their right place in K20 (Wgd. p. 28, 11. —-4), as
well as with the rest of the misplaced chapter (Wgd. p. 49, 11. 9—12).
i Annales du Musee Guimet, xxii; Paris, 1892.
§ 45. The Dätistän- Denlg contains about 28,600 words, and is
found in the middle of a miscellaneous collection of Pahlavi texts, all more
or less connected with religion. In this collection the Dätistän is preceded
by a long Riväyat (see § 47) and followed by a shorter one, to which are
added the Epistles of Mänüshtshlhar (see § 48) and the Selections of Zätsparam (see § 49), the latter including the Five Dispositions of Priests and
ten Admonitions (see § 79). A codex containing the greater part of this
collection appears to have been brought from Iran to Bombay about 1817
and to have remained for many years in the possession of Dhanjlbhai
Främji Pätel, but it has not been examined. It is said to have lost the
first 5300 words of the first Riväyat, and it may have been the original from
which several imperfect copies of the Dätistän were derived in India; though
TEHMURAS DINSHAWJI is inclined to trace these back to an imperfect codex
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which came to him from Persia about 1877, and was afterwards returned.
A third codex was examined in Bombay in 1876, three-fourths of which was
in one old handwriting, and ended with a. kolophon composed by Mardshapän
Fretün at Kirrnan in 1592; but this kolophon being at the end of a folio,
it is not quite certain that it has not been copied, though the codex certainly
looks as if it were three centuries old. One-fourth of this codex has been
restored, partly by other equally old folios, and partly by modern ones; but
eleven folios near the end are still missing. The original, from which threefourths of this codex was copied, has been ascertained to be K 35, brought
by \VESTERGAARD from Kirman in 1843. This fourth codex is now imperfect,
having lost three-fourths of the first Riväyat at the beginning, and about the
same proportion of the Selections of Zät-sparam at the end. It is probably
Mardshapän's copy, written in 1592, for it cannot be much older. A fifth
codex, containing the same texts, was obtained by Tehmuras from Iran some
twenty years ago; it was written by Göpatshah Rüstöm, a great-uncle of
Mardshapän Fretün, and the writer of the Iranian Bündahishn G (see § 43);
it is, therefore, the oldest of these codices by two generations, and the best
authority for the texts of the Dätistän, Epistles, and Selections. It has lost
the first five-sixths of the first Riväyat, the text of which is best ascertained
from the third codex; but it supplies more than half the text of the eleven
folios missing near the end of that codex, though the end itself is lost.
§ 46. The Dätistän- Demg, or »religous opinions«, are those of
Mänüshtshihar, son of Yüdän-Yim, high-priest of Pars and Kirmän, who was
director of the priests and leader of the religion in the latter part of the
ninth century. They constitute his replies to 92 inquiries on religious subjects addressed to him by Mitrö-khürshet, son of Ätür-mahän, and others; but
it seems probable that replies to some few further inquiries have been lost.
The inquiries range over a great variety of subjects, such as good works
and sins, the responsibility and fate of the soul, the contest between the
good and evil spirits from the creation till the resurrection, religious ceremonies and social customs, rights and duties of the priesthood, natural phenomena and traditions; as may be seen from the English translation in SEE. xviii.1
The writings of Mänüshtshihar and his brother Zät-sparam are undoubt
edly the most difficult Pahlavi texts in existence, both to understand and to
translate; no other texts equal them in intricacy and obscurity, unless they
be some passages in the Denkart, especially in its third Book. A portion
of the reply to the ninetieth inquiry in the Dätistän may be taken as a
specimen of difficult text; it is translated in SBE. xviii, Dd. xci, 4—8: —
4. Rösanö
yehvünän mindavamän, va-parvarend riiyüih-i 2 äyüinako
jümbako-c, jümbinäk Jümbägän; figün jümbäkih madam mmisno va-ajümbäkth
madam stihan yemalelum-aito. 5. La jümbäkän lä jümbl-hend, vadsän jümbihend Jümbägän pavan jümbisno zöhar; va-zag jümbägäno ängün jümbmäk axar
Jümblnäko nihano jümblnag benafsa., va-axar jümblnag ajümbäk- jümbismg,
ma lä atuko jümbolmtano nihano pavan jümbisno- benafsa. 6. Cigün jümbisno
künisno aifo, künisno lä yehvünet; barä axar zag petäki-aito pavan xirat, aey
jümbmäkäno jümbmäkih pes min jümbisno pavan künisno büto hava.nd, ajümbmJto, axarihä pavan künisno jümblriito hava.nd; jümbmäkäno axarihätar>
pavansän jümbinäkih zöhar, jümblmtano ajümbtnäkän-i ajas aevari-äito, amat
jümbisno künisno aito, künisno lä yehvüneto; barä axarihä, zag levino min
künisno tüxsirilKthä mvartako ajümbito yehvüneto. 7. Göhäräno barä min
myäzo- min ranjö- mvärtär ajas gi/itdkoJ-äit; aey jümbisno pavan kolä
künisno yehvünSto, ajümbimt gäh gürtakih, barä-? mün künisno-l amat pavan
künisno ajümbl-hasto benafsa, a7to, ajümbisno va-apöisno. 8. Ajümbiglto'thä
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mvartako amat matano val äsmäno zagdmäk küxsfitär drüjö, apas jundmoit
äsmäno; ma den ästnäno patvasto zag-1 and vispö-fär dästär, pavan xves
vispö-tübämg gäh va-zag hü-dahäk takig atanj darun afranklt^ asoko
-fravaxs,
va-kabedan mauiögäno-'i saptr, gada, awäKihä patärästo val tiivarisno-i äsimäno.
When TEHMURAS DINSHAWJI and SHEHERIARJI DADAEHOY prepared their
edition of the Dätistän text with Gujarat! translation and glossary, which
seems to be still unpublished, they found this ninetieth inquiry and reply too
complicated for translation.
WEST, Dädistän-T. D'imk, SEE. xviii, 1—276; Oxford, 1882.

§ 47. The Pahlavi Riväyat accompanying the Dätistän contains about
26,000 words, and gives much information on a great variety of religious
subjects. A legend about the soul of Kereshäspö and several paragraphs
about next-of-kin marriage have been translated in SEE. xviii, 373—381 and
415—423. Of the other subjects discussed, the principal ones occur in the
following order: — Fravartigan days; periods for not cooking food after a
death in the house; breaches of promise; merits of ceremonies; liberality due
to the righteous; penalties of sins; the animals objected to being eaten by
man; season-festivals; many details about fires; degrees of merit due to killing
criminals and noxious creatures; degrees of sin incurred by killing other
creatures; fate of the soul after death, both when righteous and when wicked;
time of the renovation; the ox, horse, and angel Horn curse those who
neglect them; value of the Ashem-vohQ on various occasions; the testimony
of an elder to be preferred to that of a junior; legend of Yim's repentance;
no mercy to be shown to the wicked unless prudence demands courtesy;
boys and girls, husband and wife, care and collection of fires, mortal sins,
trading; many details resembling those in the Bundahishn from the creation
to the future existence; drön and myazd; meat-offerings, as in Sis. xi, 4 (see
§ 54); Yathä-ahü-vairyö; 22 admonitions of Ätürpät- Märaspendän which he
calls »the sayings of the priest Mitrö-Aüharmazd«, &c. Most of this Riväyat
is written in good Pahlavi.
§ 48. The Epistles of Manushtshihar, which follow the second part
of the foregoing Riväyat, are three in number and contain about 9000 words.
They were written in consequence of complaints made by the people of
Sirkan, a town about thirty parasangs south of Kirmän, concerning certain
new precepts about purification which had been recently issued by their
high-priest Zät-sparam who was a younger brother of Manushtshihar. The
first epistle is a reply to the complaining people, the second an expostulation
with his brother, and the third a public decree; all three severely condemning
the new precepts as unlawful innovations. These Epistles are translated in
SEE. xviii, 1 and the third of them is dated in the third month of the year
250 of Yazdakart (June-July 881); the first Epistle is also dated on the fifth
day of the twelfth month in, no doubt, the preceding year of Yazdakart
(15 March 881).
The date of these Epistles is an important authority for fixing the dates
of some other Pahlavi texts. When they were written, in 881, Manushtshihar
was an old man (Ep. II, ix, i), but not too old to travel, as he threatens
to do so in Ep. II, viii, 4; 5; but when he wrote the Dätistän he must have
been many years younger, as he adopts a much less authoritative tone in
Dd. i, 5—7, i i , so that the date of the Dätistän might be assumed to be
about 865. That his brother Zät-sparam was certainly a much younger man
is evident from the tone of the Epistles, and his Selections (see § 49) may
certainly be dated as late _as 890. And as the compiler of the Bundahishn
mentions Zät-sparam and Atürpät, son of Hemet, as his own contemporaries
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fsee § 44), we ought to assign the same date to the Bündahishn, and perhaps
900 to the last revision of the Denkart (see § 34) which Ätürpät probably
undertook on his succession to the leadership of the religion at Mänüshtshihar's
death about 890. The date of Ätür-farnbag, the previous editor of the
Denkart, is well defined by his disputation with Abälish (see § 61) in the
presence of the Khalifah Al-Mämün (813—833), which may have taken place
about 825. The names of five successive leaders of the religion, during
the ninth century, are now known, and the following dates for their rule
may be suggested as probable:— Ätür-farnbag 815—835, his unfortunate
son Zaratüsht (see SEE. xxxvii, p. xxxii) 835—840, Yüdän-Yim (see Ep. I,
iii, 10; vii,
5) 840—860, his son Mänüshtshmar 86 —890, Ätürpät 890—910.
1
WEST, Epistles of Mänmc'ihar, SEE. xviii, 277—366; Oxford, 1882.
S 49. The Selections of Zat-sparam follow the Epistles in the codices,
and are also three in number, extending to about 19,000 words, of which
the connection of the last 3000 is still uncertain. The first part contains
»the sayings of Zät-sparam about the meeting of the beneficent with the
maleficent spirit«; the second contains his »sayings about the formation of
man out of body, life, and soul«; and the third contains his »sayings about
producing the renovation of the universe«. The first 4000 words of the
first part refer to the same subjects as the earlier part of the Bündahishn,
and have been translated in SEE. v.1 The remaining 4700 words in this
part are chiefly devoted to the origin of the religion, and the birth, life,
and mission of Zaratüsht; with two anecdotes of Käi-Üs and the hero Sritö,
the five dispositions of priests and ten admonitions (see § 79), the three
divisions of revelation, and the connection of the Ahunaver with the Nasks,
\vhich last two subjects are translated in SEE. xxxvii, 401—405. The second
part contains about 3000 words, and begins by comparing the human body
to a house; it then traces its astronomical resemblances by comparing the
brain and its six envelopes of bone, flesh, fat, veins, skin, and hair, to the
seven planets from the moon to Saturn, one outside the other; and carries
on the discussion into the future existence of the soul. The third part
certainly extends to 4000 words, after which four folios of text are still
missing, so that it is uncertain how many of the 3300 words, on these and
the remaining four folios of the codices, belong to this part of the Selections,
which begins with Aüharmazd's statement of the reasons whv mankind are
to have a bodily existence in their future state.
WEST, Selections of Zaii-sparam, Parti, i—xi; SEE. v, 153—187; Oxford, 1880.

§ 50. The Riväyat of Hemet- Ashavahishtan is a collection of
about 270 inquiries and replies, containing about 22,000 words and found
only in the codex commencing with the MS. F (see § 43) of the Iranian
Bündahishn, which it follows immediately. It appears to have been written
by the same copyist, between 1626 and 1629, and begins with the following
statement: —
»These several questions, asked of the saintly Hemet, son of Ashavahisht,
I, Ätür-güshnasp, son of Mitrö-ätakhsh, son of Ätür-güshnasp, sought in the
abode of happiness of the brilliant fire, out of a happily disinterred (xüskand) copy; may it become fortunate and beneficial! Question:— There
was a man and there was his only wife, a privileged one, and a son and
daughter have attained to the age of fifteen years; the son is one who went
to a foreign place, &c.«
The copyist mentioned in this introductory statement was, no doubt,
the writer of some much earlier copy, whose father's name is mentioned,
with those of other commentators, in the final reply about the Bareshnüm
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ceremony. Another reply records a decision made in 1028 by Freh-Srösh,
son of Vähröm. After the final reply some observations follow, on the
necessity of those who have no instinctive wisdom obtaining acquired wisdom
from the learned and wise; also the names of the limbs of good and bad
men are given; these additions amounting to about 1000 words altogether.
§ 51. A Commentary on the Pahlavi Vendidad follows this Riväyat
in the codex F, and contains about 27,000 words. It gives paraphrases of
very numerous passages from sixteen fargards of the Pahlavi Vendidad, with
extensive commentaries in which the opinions of about seventeen commentators
are quoted, nearly all of whom are mentioned in other Pahlavi versions of
Awesta texts. The six fargards which seem to be unmentioned are Farg. I,
II, XIX—XXII; and the name of the compiler of the commentary, who writes
in the first person, has not been noticed. The passages commented on are
not always considered in the order in which they stand in the text.
§ 52. Then follow Questions chiefly answered by quoting Awesta
texts, extending to about 3000 words and commencing with the phrase
»some questions from a copy happily disinterred«. These miscellaneous
religious questions are 58 in number, and all the answers quote Awesta texts,
except the first four and the fifty-fifth. There are 124 such quotations of which
only 18 have been found in any of the extant Awesta texts, and sometimes
several successive quotations form a complete text. They have all been
published and translated into French in DARMESTETER'S Zend-Avesta, iii, 53—77.*
A kolophon appended to these questions states that »these decisions (vifirihä)
of the religion of the Mazda-worshippers«, which may perhaps include the
preceding Commentary and Riväyat, were copied in 1629 by Fretün Mardshapän,
the writer of the MS. F of the Iranian Bündahishn, from his father's copy
which was copied from his great grand-uncle's copy of a MS. written by a
priest who is known to have signed a letter sent from Yazd to India in
1478, of which letter a copy is preserved in the Persian Riväyats.
This kolophon is followed by the Äfrin-i Zaratüsht, Aw.-Phlv., and a
Pahlavi Farhang, the latter part of which has been lost. The whole codex
contains 372 of its original folios, and the above details, regarding the Riväyat,
Commentary, and Questions, are derived from information kindly supplied
by its owner, Tehmuras Dinshawji Ankalesaria of Bombay.
i Annales du Musee Guimet, xxiv; Paris, 1893. — SEE. iv, 275; 2<1 ed.

§ 53. The Shikand-gumanig Vidshar, or »doubt-dispelling explanation«,
is a controversial religious work containing about 16,700 words, and is the
nearest approach to a philosophical treatise that remains extant in Pahlavi
literature. It was written by Martän-farukh, son of Aüharmazd-dät, probably
in the latter half of the ninth century, as it mentions the Denkart of Ätürfarnbag, but not that of Ätürpät, son of Hemet, (see § 34). The author
upholds the Zoroastrian doctrine of separate sources of good and evil, chiefly
by pointing out the inconsistencies of other faiths which do not explain how
an all-good and omnipotent creator can permit the existence of evil. After
replying to some sceptical questions addressed to him by a friend at Ispahan,
he proceeds to refute the notions of atheists and materialists, and to prove
the existence of a powerful opponent who is the source of all evil; pointing
out the inconsistencies of the Kurän and the Jewish and Christian scriptures,
he is proceeding with a refutation of the heresy of Mani, when his arguments
are broken off by the loss of the remainder of his treatise in all known MSS.
The original Pahlavi text of this treatise has not yet been discovered,
but only its Päzand-Sanskrit version, prepared by Neryosang, son of Dhaval,
who certainly flourished at the latter end of the twelfth century, or twentyBrought to you by | Glasgow University Library
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eight generations earlier than the present Dastürs, as can be shown from
documentary evidence, though the Dastürs themselves can recollect the names
of only twenty-three representatives of these generations. All the Pahlavi
fragments of this text, that exist in a few MSS., have evidently been derived
from the Päzand version, because they reproduce certain erroneous readings
contained in that version; at the same time, there are many words in the
Päzand version which are merely misreadings of Pahlavi words, showing that
the Päzand has been derived from a Pahlavi original, as Neryosang states
in his Sanskrit introduction. The oldest complete authority for the Päz.-Skr.
version is a MS. in Dastür Jämäsp's library at Bombay, which was written
by Äsadln Käkä in 1569. There is, however, a still older authority for the
first half of this version, excepting its first three folios, which was probably
written in the fifteenth century, and belongs to the library of Dastür Höshang
at Poona. From a copy of this older MS., when nearly complete, Äsadin
Käkä must have copied. There are also several modern MSS. of this text,
but all descended from one or other of these two authorities. An English
translation of this treatise was published in SBE. xxiv;1 and the Päzand and
Sanskrit texts have been since edited by HOSHANG and WEST.2
WEST, ^Sikand-gumanik VQar, SBE. xxiv, 115—251; Oxford, 1885. — 2 HOSHANG
and WEST, Sikand-gumarilk Vijar, Päz.-Skr. text with vocabulary; Bombay, 1887.

S 54. The Shayast lä-shäyast, or »proper and improper«, is a Pahlavi
Riväyat in two Parts, with an appendix containing some miscellaneous passages of a similar character found in some old MSS.; altogether containing
about 13,700 words and translated in SBE. v.1 The contents of this collection
are of a very varied character, but sins and good works, precautions to avoid
impurities, details of ceremonies and customs, the mystic signification of the
Gathas, and praise of the sacred beings are the principal subjects discussed.
The whole of the collection is found inMH6, written in 1397, but the Parts
are widely separated, and so are most of the chapters in the appendix.
The two Parts are also found separated in the equally-old codex K20, the
first Part being copied from a MS. of 1331; but of the appendix only chapters
xviii, xix, xxi are found in K 20.
WEST, Säyast lä-läyast, I, II, with Appendix, SBE. v, 237—406; Oxford, 1880.

S 55. The Dmä- Mamög- khirat, or »opinions of the spirit of wisdom«,
comprise the replies of that spirit to sixty-two inquiries, or groups of inquiries,
made by a certain wise man regarding various subjects connected with the
Zoroastrian religion. This treatise contains about 11,000 words, and was
long known, like the Shikand-gümänig Vidshär (§ 53), only through its
Päzand-Sanskrit version, prepared by Neryosang about 700 years ago. But
a copy of the greater part of the original Pahlavi text, written in 1569 and
descended from an Indian MS., was found in the codex K43 brought from
Persia by WESTERGAARD in 1843; and a facsimile of this text was edited by
ANDREAS in 1882.' Another copy of the Pahlavi text, which supplies the
contents of ten folios lost from K 43, is known to be in the possession of
Tehmuras Dinshawji Ankalesaria in Bombay, but it has not been examined.
The oldest known copy of the Päzand-Sanskrit version is in L19, and was
written at Naosarl in 1520. SPIEGEL published several extracts from the
Päzand text, with German translations of the same and others, in 1851* and
i86o.3 And a complete transliteration of the Päzand and Sanskrit texts,
with an English translation, was published by WEST in 1871;* followed by a
translation of the Pahlavi text in 1885.5
1

ANDREAS, The book of the Mainyo-i-Khard, with a fragment of the Bundehesh,
facsimile of Pahlavi text; Kiel, 1882. — 2 SPIEGEL, Grammatik tier Parsi· Sprache,
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nebst Sprachproben, pp. 128—155, 161 — 173, 185—189; Leipzig, 1851. — 3 SPIEGEL,
Die traditionelle Uferatur der Färsen, etc. pp. 138—144, 147—150; Wien, 1860. —
4 WEST, The book of ike Mainyo-i Khard, Päz.-Skr. text transliterated, with English
translation and glossary; Stuttgart, 1871. — 5 WEST, Dinä- Mainbg-' Khirad,
SEE. xxiv, 1—113; Oxford, 1885.

§ 56. The Stäyishn- Si-rodshak, or »praise of the thirty days«,
containing about 5260 words, is also called a Späsdärlh or Sifat. It praises
and invokes Aüharmazd as the creator of each of the thirty sacred beings,
whose names are applied to the days of the month, and whose attributes
are detailed and blessed in succession. The Pahlavi text is found complete
in L26 and K24, and a single folio, written by the writer of MH6 in the
fourteenth century, and containing the greater part of the praise of Mäh, is
among the MSS. collected by the Revd. Dr. Wilson, and now in Earl Crawford's library at Wigan. In the same library is a very small and imperfect
MS. of the Päzand version, obtained by Dr. Guise at Surat last century,
and containing more or less of the text referring to Days 6—8, 13—23,
and 27—30, but about two-fifths of the whole text is missing, and many
of the Pahlavi words are not transliterated.
5 57. The Artä-Viräf Nämak contains about 8,800 words, and is a
description of heaven and hell as seen by the righteous Viräf in a sevenday's vision occasioned by the use of narcotics. The text was edited, with
an English translation, by HOSHANG and HAUG in 1872;' and a French
translation was published in 1887.* This tale contains no certain indication
of the time when it was written, as the supposed allusion to the Denkart,
in AV. i, 16, is doubtful; the words man patas pavan säxt- (= pasäxt- )
pavan denö karto, rüi- vitaxtak madam var nxi may probably mean »in
whose achievement, performed for the religion, melted brass was poured
upon his breast«. In another place (AV. i, 35) it is stated, with reference
to the name of Vlraf, that »there are some who say the name is Nikhshahpür«,
which is evidently intended to identify him with the commentator of that
name, who is said, by Mänüshtshlhar in his Epistle I. iv, 17 (see § 48), to
have been a councillor of king Khüsr5-i Kavätän (531—578); but the tale
about him may have been written at any later period. The oldest known
MSS. of this text are contained in the two codices of the fourteenth century
K.20 andMHo (see § 42); this tale is the first text i n K 2 o and the twelfth
in MH 6, and it will now be convenient to describe all the remaining Pahlavi
texts in these two codices.
See S 28, note i. — x Adrien BARTHELEMY, Aria Vlräf-Nämak,
d'Ardä Viräf, traduction; Paris, 1887.

ou Livre

§ 58. The Mätigän- Yösht- Fryäno, or »particulars of YoshtFryäno«, is a tale of 3000 words, appended to the preceding one in both
codices, which relates how the wizard Akht came to a certain city and killed
every one who could not answer the questions he put to them, till the
righteous Yosht appeared and answered 33 questions asked by Akht who, in
his turn, was unable to answer a single one of three questions asked by Yosht
who then destroyed him. This legend is based upon allusions made in the
Awesta Yasht V, 81—83, and the text was edited, with an English translation,
by WEST and HAUG in the same volume as AV. in 1872; a French translation
was also published in 1889.' A kolophon appended to this tale in MH6,
but copied from an earlier MS., states that both AV and Yf were_ copied
by Rustakhm, son of Mitrö-äpän, in 1269 from a MS. written by Mitrö-panäh,
son of Sröshyär, of Nishahpür, which is the earliest known record of the
existence of these texts.
Adrien BARTHELEMY, Une legende iranienne, traduit du pehlevi; Paris, 1889.
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§ 59. The Bahman Yasht, containing about 4200 words, immediately
follows the Bündahishn in K20, but no other complete and independent copy
of the Pahlavi text is known. A fragment of the text (Byt. i, o—6) also
follows the Bündahishn on the last surviving folio of K 20 b (see § 42); and
K 43 contains the first four-fifths of the text, as far as iii, 31, on its fols.
262—275, and supplies seven short passages omitted in K.20, but it omits
a larger number and its text is generally less correct. Päzand versions of
the text exist, like MH22, but they are all very imperfect. The work professes to be a prophetical account of the future fate of the Iranian nation
and religion, given by Auharmazd to Zaratüsht; and it has been translated
in SBE. v.1 A German translation of some passages, with a brief summary
of the remainder, was also published in 1860, in SPIEGEL'S Traditionelle
Literatur der Parsen, pp. 128—135.
WEST, Bahman Yasht, SBE. v, 189—235; Oxford, 1880.

§ 60. The Andardsh- Aöshnar- danak, or »admonition of the wise
Aöshnar«, follows the Bahman Yasht in K20, and has not been found
elsewhere, except in copies of K20. This text contains about 1400 words,
and about 600 more are now missing owing to the loss of two central folios,
the contents of which will probably be found in the Paris copy P33, about
pp. 241—244. There seems little doubt that the writer of this Andardsh
has adopted the name of Aösnar- danak, which he also writes Aösnffrpür-xirat, from the Aw. Aosnarö pouru-jirö of Yt XIII, 131, who is called
Aösnör- pür-xirato in Dd. xlviii, 33. The admonitions are given in reply
to questions asked by a disciple, and commence with statements of the
particular circumstances under which one, two, three, four, five, six, or more
specified things exist, or are most essential. The latter part states what is
best when done and not done, preserved and repelled, abandoned and taken
up; what deceives and what is immortal,
S 61. The Matigan- gudshastak Abälish, or »particulars of the
accursed Abälish«, follow the Andardsh in K20, and contain about 1200
words. They profess to give an account of a religious disputation between
the Zandik heretic Abälish and Ätür-farnbag, son of Farukhzät, in the presence
of the Khalifah Al-Mämün about the year 825. This Ätürtfambag was the
leader of the religion who began the compilation of the Denkart (see § 34),
and his replies to the seven sceptical inquiries made by the heretic are stated
to have given satisfaction to the Khalifah and his court. BARTHELEMY edited
this text in 1887 from P33, a copy of K 20 made in 1737, collated with
the Päzand version found in MH22, which is independent of K20, and with
the Parsi-Persian version in MH7 copied in 1809; to which he added a
French translation, commentary, and glossary.1 Owing to some dislocation
of old folios near the end of the text, MÜ7 has substituted a page of a
different text (see BARTHELEMY, pp. 55, 56) in place of the correct one, and
a further fragment of this different text occurs in J (see S 74)·
Adrien BARTHELUMY, Gujastak Abali's, relation d'une conference theologique;
Paris, 1887.

§62. A very short text of 90 \vords follows· this disputation in K 20,
and gives the replies of a learned Greek (Ronnh), a Hindu, and ÄtürpätMäraspendän to questions asked by the king of kings, regarding the best
and worst things.
§ 63. The Patit- khut, or »renunciation of one's own sin«, contains
about looo words, and its P'ahlavi text is found in MH6, fols. 127—131,
(of which Li 5, fols. 4—16, is a copy), and also at the end of K20 in which
the last folio is lost. The Patlts, or forms of renouncing all imaginable sins,
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and of expressing the renouncer's belief in the religion, are more usually
found written in Päzand, from which version SPIEGEL'S translations are made. *
1
SPIEGEL, Avesia, die heiligen Schriften der Färsen, aus dem Grundtexte übersetzt, mit steter Rücksicht auf die Tradition, Bd. iii, Khorda-Avesta, pp. 215—219;
Leipzig, 1863.

8 64. The Patit of Aturpät, son of Märaspend, containing about 1490
words, has been completely examined only in its Päzand version, from which
SPIEGEL has translated it.1 But about half of its Pahlavi text exists in a very
old fragment, on five folios, in the handwriting of Peshötan Räm Kämden,
who wrote MH6 in 1397. This fragment formerly belonged to the Revd.
Dr. Wilson of Bombay, but is now in the library of Earl Crawford at Wigan;
owing to a few peculiarities in the orthography of its text it seems probable
that it was derived from a Päzand original. An old copy of Neryosang's
Paz.-Skr. version occurs in Jg (see § 24).
SPIEGEL, Khorda-Avesfa, pp. 207—215.

§ 65. The Patit- Iränig, or »Persian renunciation«, contains about
2200 words, and occurs only in Persian and Päzand. It has been translated
into German by SPIEGEL, T and into French by D ARMESTETER.2 And the PatitVitartakän, or »renunciation for the dead«, contains only about noo words,
owing to several abbreviations of the text, and has been found only in Päzand;
the oldest copy seen being in ]g (see § 24).
SPIEGEL, Khorda-Avesta, pp. 219—229. — * Le Zend-Avesta, iii, 167—180.

§ 66. The Dshämäsp-nämak, containing about 5000 words, professes
to give the answers of the high-priest Dshämäsp to certain questions asked
by king Vishtäsp, about what existed before the creation, and the order in
which the creation occurred; the history of the early rulers from Gayomart
to Kai-Lahurasp; the people of the other six regions, of Alburz, Kangdez,
Var-i Yimkart, Iran-vedsh, Hindus, Chinese, Arabs, and those of Türkistän
and Barbaristän; the deformed races of men, and those who live in the sea;
why men were created to go to hell; whether the people ofMäzendarän and
Türkistän-are men or demons; the origin of cleverness, the good works of
kings, and Vishtäsp's grief; the future kings of Persia, the Arab conquest,
and the future fate of the religion. This treatise may possibly have been
written by some priest named Dshämäsp, and was therefore called Dshämäspi.
It is usually found in the form of a Päzand or Parsi version, evidently transcribed from a Pahlavi original; and sometimes a Persian paraphrase is met
with. The Parsi version occurs in MÜ7, fols. 133—151, but is not quite
complete at the end. The only Pahlavi copy, that is known, consists of
two fragments in an imperfect codex belonging to Dastür Peshötan in Bombay,
which is probably five centuries old. In this codex (Pt.) the Dshämäspnämak occupied the first 32 folios, but of these only fols. 17—19 and
27—31 are now existing.
S 67. The next surviving folios of Pt. are 74—77. Fol. 74 begins in
the middle of a Pahlavi text by comparing mankind to a bag full of wind,
and to a sucking child, which comparisons are followed by the Hakikat-i
Rodshha, or »statement of the days«, containing about 300 words which
detail suitable actions for each day in the month. And this is followed,
without any interval, by the conclusion of an Andardsh, or »admonition«,
addressed by Ätürpät- Märaspendän to his son. There can be no doubt
that this is the conclusion of his Pand-nämak (see § 73) which is usually
called his Andardsh, and is addressed to his son. But the Haklkat may have
become interpolated by mistake in some former MS. The last two-thirds of
the Hakikat and the end of the Andardsh also occur in J (see § 73), an
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old codex of short Pahlavi texts belonging to Dastür Jämäsp of Bombay.
A transliteration and French translation of these fragments of the Andardsh
and Hakjkat were published in Le Museon in 1887.* Pt. fol. 77 also contains
the Mätigän-i si Yazdän (see § 94) which are translated in SEE. v, 404—406
(Sis. appendix, xxiii).
1
WEST, Notes sur qiielques petits fextts Pehlevis, Le Museon, vi, 268 — 272;
Louvain, 1887.

S 68. The next surviving folios of Pt are 100—132 which contain the
following texts:— The Matigän- mäh Fravartm rödsh Khurdat, containing
about 760 words, and stating the remarkable events that happen on the
sixth day of the first month of the Parsi year, from the creation to the
resurrection. The Darakht- Asürig and the Tshatrang-nämak which are among
the non-religious texts (see §§ 102 and 103). Injunctions to Beh-dens,
which contain about 800 words and occur also in J, relate to daily religious
duties and avoidance of demons, sins and the evil eye, also the killing of
noxious creatures, the use of a tooth-pick, and the watch_kept over the
souls in hell by the chief stars and other spirits. A short Afrin of about
130 words, invoking the bestowal of the good qualities of a dozen celebrated
individuals upon the person addressed. The Mätigän- Si-rödsh, or »particulars about the thirty days« of the month, contain about 1150 words, and
mention the suitable actions for each day in greater detail than is done
in the Hakikat mentioned in § 67, besides including the five Gatha days at
the end of the year; this text also occurs in the Vidshirkart-i_Denig (§ 32),
pp. 113—125, with an interpolated passage about the day Ätür. And the
commencement of a seventh text, not yet identified, which begins as follows:—
»The sacred beings shall consider us worthy through the development of
the righteousness by which worthiness becomes gain and the acquirement of
happiness; and they allot to us, ever anew, the recompense for righteousness, &c.« After nearly a page of this text some folios appear to be missing,
although there is no omission here in the numbering of the folios. The
remaining folios of Pt., which are numbered 133—161 and 163, contain eight
short texts which are all found likewise in J.
§ 69. The old codex J, belonging to Dastür Jämäsp, has now only
142 folios, but about 38 others have been lost, and about 24 of these were
missing in 1721, when a copy of this codex was made by a son of Dshämäsp
Äsä of Naosäri. The last folio of J contains a kolophon written in 1322
by Mitrö-äpän, son of Kai-KhOsrob, the writer of Ki, K5, and J2, who copied
all these MSS. for a Parsi named Tshähil; but it is not certain that this
codex was actually written by him, the handwriting being more like that in
K.2o; and, as the end of the kolophon is lost, it may have been followed
by another, dated a few years later. In its present state, J contains 35 short
Pahlavi texts in a more or less dilapidated condition, but the defective passages are easily restored, in most cases, by means of the copy made in 1721,
and often from some of the texts in Pt. The first four texts, being not
religious, \vill be described hereafter in §§ 97—100.
§ 70. The fifth text in J is the Pand-nämak- Zaratusht which contains
about 1430 words supposed to convey the admonitions of the priest Zaratusht,
who may be intended for the son of Ätürpät- Märaspendän (see § 73).
Dastür PESHOTAN published this text in Pahlavi and Päzand, with Gudsharati
and English translations in 1885, printing it as §§ 121—159 of his Gandshe
Shäyagän.1 Dastür Höshang of Poona has a modern MS. JE, written by
Jamshet Edal in 1813, which contains this and several of the following
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texts, copied apparently from some old codex independent of J.
four-fifths of this Pandnamak are also found in K 2 9.

The first

1
PESHOTAN, Ganje-shäyagän, Andarze Atrepät Märäspandän, Mädigäne Chatrang,
and Andarse Khusroe Kavatan; Bombay, 1885.

§ 71. The next text in J may be classed with six others, which are
separated from it and very short, under the general title of Admonitions
to Mazdayasnians, containing altogether 980 words. The first of these
seven texts refers chiefly to daily religious duties and the reasons for them.
The second states the best wealth, child, brother, protector, companion, store,
friend, conductor, &c. The third relates to religious and social duties, and
the necessity for virtue. The fourth states the condition of him who is in
trouble, sorrowful, disreputable, despicable, feeble, or worse than all. The
fifth states for what things there is no equal, no fame, no guard, &c. The
sixth mentions liberality, truth, marriage, family management, and eight other
duties. And the seventh states how good works and duties should be performed, and that nothing is good unless permanent.
§ 7 2 . The Andardsh-i Khusrö- Kavätän, containing 380 words, professes to be the dying injunctions of king Khüsrö- Anöshak-rübän to his
people. It is placed in J between the first and second admonitory texts
described in § 71, and was published by Dastür PESHOTAN in Pahlavi and
Päzand, with Gudsharati and English translations, in 1885, with his Ganje
Shäyagän. A transliteration, with English translation, was also published by
CASARTELLI in 1887;' and another by SALEMANN,* with a German translation,
a few months earlier.
1

CASARTELLI, Two discourses of Chosroes the immortal-souled, Bab. and Or. Record,
i, 97—
; London, 1887. — 2 SALEMANN, Miitelpersische Studien, Melanges Asiatiques
tires du Bulletin de 1'Acad. imp. des Sciences de St. Petersbourg, ix, 242—253;
Petersburg, 1887.

8 7 3 . The Andardsh- Ätürpät- Märaspendan, professing to be his
advice to his son Zaratüsht, follows the fifth of the admonitory texts described
in § 71 j but appears to be incomplete in all copies known. About 1730
words of this text were edited in Pahlavi and Päzand, with a Gudsharati
translation by SHERIARJEE DADABHOY in 1869,' fr°m which an English translation was made by the Revd. SHAPURJI EDALJI in 1870; and they were
again edited, with Gudsharati and English translations, by Dastür PESHOTAN
in 1885, with his Gandshe Shäyagän; a French translation was also published
in i887.z In J, after the first 1300 words, about eight folios are lost, and
the next two folios contain the latter part of the Hakikat- Rödshhä and the
end of the Andardsh, or about 360 words together; while 1350 words are
supposed to be lost from J, of which 570 can be recovered from the printed
editions and from PL (sse § 67), leaving 780 still missing. The original
extent of this Andardsh, including the interpolated Hakikat must, therefore,
have been more than 3000 words.
1

SHERIARJEE DADABHOY, Pandnämah-i Adarbäd Mänsarspand; Bombay, 1869. —
2 DE HARLEZ, Le Ihre des conseils d'Aterpat-i Mansarspendan, traduction fran9aise,
Le MuseOn, vi, 66—78; Louvain, 1887.

§ 74. The next folio in J is lost, and the following one begins in the
middle of the short text of which a fragment has been substituted in MHj
for chaps, via, 15—ix, 6 of the Mätlgän- gudshastak Abalish'(see § 61 and
BARTHELEMY, pp. 29—31, 55, 56). This fragment begins in MH?, fol. 164 b,
with the names of five of the arch-demons, and states that good works lead
to the supreme heaven which is described, by a corrupt quotation from the
Hätökht Nask, as being zano-birazö nyr?-b?r?zö garayö-barszö nmänö stürö
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manhö hvarö anayra raofa, and the final abode of the righteous. This is
followed by a short fragment of the sayings of Veh-zat-i Farukho-plruzh, which
are interrupted by the loss of another folio. The next surviving folio begins
in the middle of a series of admonitions, chiefly in praise of wisdom, which
extend to about 380 words, of which the first 114 are recovered from JE
(see § 70).
§ 75. The Sayings of Atur-farnbag and Bakht-afrit are two short
texts in J, containing altogether 320 words, which follow the sixth and seventh
admonitory texts described in.§ 71. The former sayings, attributed to the
first compiler of the Denkart, are about wisdom and the cultivation of wisdom.
The latter sayings, attributed to a commentator of the time of king Khusrob-I
Kavätän, among several miscellaneous statements, mention that ÄtürpätZaratüshtän lived for 150 years and was supreme high-priest for 90 years;
as, according to Dk. Ill, cxxxvii, 2 (ed. PESHOTAN), he was high-priest in the
reign of Yazdakart, son of Shahpühar, (399—420), he was, no doubt, a
grandson of Ätürpät- Märaspendän.
§ 76. These sayings are followed in J by two kolophons, referring to
all the preceding yätkär'ihä, or »memoranda«. The first kolophon states
that a copy of these memoranda was finished in the fire-temple at Brügatsh
(Bharütsh), on the eighth day of the eleventh month A. Y. 624' (15 December
1255) by Den-panäh- AetarpäH Den-panäh, for a certain Shahzät- ShätänFarukho-Aüharmazd. And the second kolophon records the completion of a
later copy at Tämök in Gudsharät on 4 July 1322 by Mitrö-äpän- KaiKhusro. These kolophons are followed by the short Nirang for destroying
noxious creatures that was published by HÖSHANG and HAUG in the Old
Pahlavi-Päzand Glossary, pp. 23, 24. And the next text, being not religious,
will be described in §
.
The 6 has been eaten away in J, and the copy of 1721 has 3 which is
impossible, but may be the second cipher of 3-)-3, the only mode of writing 6
in Pahlavi.

§ 77. The Pandnämak- Vadshörg-Mitrö- Bükhtakän contains about
1760 words, of which only the first 500 survive in J, owing to the loss of
fourteen folios; but the copy of 1721 contains the whole of this text. This
book of advice begins with a statement attributed to Vadshörg-Mitrö, the
prime-minister of king Khüsrö, that this memorandum was prepared for instruction and deposited in the royal treasury (ganj- sahlgari) by command
of the king. Hence Dastür PESHOTAN has edited nearly all the PahlaviPäzand text, with Gudsharati and English translations, under the title of Ganjeshäyagän, i —119; and a transliteration and French translation of the conclusion of the text will be found in Le Museon, vi, 265, 266.
S 78. As the copy of 1721 inserts the Mätigän-I mäh Fravartin rödsh
Khürdat in this place, it must have been at the latter end of the fourteen
folios missing from J, being followed, as in Pt. (see S 68), by the DarakhtAsürig (the beginning of which is lost in J), Tshatrang-nämak, and Injunctions
to Behdens (§§ 102, 103, 68), after which either two or fourteen folios are
again missing from J; the next surviving folio beginning with the conclusion
of a text, giving directions about forming a deliberative assembly of sages
at the royal residence. All the remaining texts in J occur in the same order
at the end of Pt., and are described in the following §§ 79—84.
§ 79. The Five dispositions of priests and ten admonitions for
disciples, contain about 250 words, and are found not only in these two
old codices, but also in the Selections of Zät-sparam, part I (see § 49), the
Vidshirkart-i Denig, pp. 13—16 (see § 32), and other MSS. The five dispoBrought to you by | Glasgow University Library
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sitions are innocence, discrimination, authoritativeness, correctness in ritual,
and intelligence in duty. And the admonitions advise every one to be
honourable and well-behaving, free from malice, holy, and pure. For Forms
of Epistles and Marriage Contract, the two texts which follow in J and Pt,
see SS 104 and 105.
S 80. Vatshak aetshand- Atürpät- Märaspendän contain about
1270 words in J and Pt., and profess to be the dying advice of Atürpät,
not to hoard, not to bear malice, but to give true evidence, to eat and
speak with moderation, and to marry a relation; not to be too joyful or
too sorrowful, nor to break promises, nor to trust women or ignorant people,
but to keep open house for all comers; not to ridicule, but to converse
with the good; &c.
§ 81. The Daruk-i Khursandih, in 120 words, is a prescription for
preparing a medicine for producing contentment, in J and Pt Briefly as
follows: — Mingle one portion of the knowledge of contentment, one of
perseverance, one of daily improvement, one of not becoming worse, one
of the comfort of contentment, and one of the discomfort of discontent, in
a mortar and pound them with the pestle of reverence; strain them carefully, and take two spoonfuls daily at dawn with the spoon of prayer to the
sacred beings.
8 82. The Stäyishn- Dron, in 560 words, is an Äfrin in J and Pt.,
to be used at feasts where the sacred cakes are consecrated, for the purpose
of invoking blessings on Auharmazd and the Ameshaspends, the seven heavens
and seven regions, all fires and sacred beings, the king of kings and royal
princes, the prime minister (rabä farmätär) and the sißähpats of the east,
west, and south, the district judges, the andarjpat and hazärpat, the partakers
of the drön, the guests at the myazd, the zöt and the master of the house.
§ 83. The Coming of Vähräm- Vardshavand, in 190 words in J
and Pt., professes to be a prophetical statement in reply to the question:
»When shall it be?« The reply is to the effect that, when a messenger
comes from the Hindus and king Vähräm of the Kayän family has appeared,
an army with elephants will be assembled under the command of the prudent
Taliman of Bagsir, who will address the Hindus with a statement of the evil
doings of the Arabs, and how they are to be driven out and the Persian
rule to be restored.
S 84. The Characteristics of a happy Man, and of other classes
of men, is the last text both in J and Pt., only one-third of it being extant
in the latter codex; and, as the folios in J are extensively worm-eaten, it is
necessary to rely upon the copy made in 1721 for many passages. The
happy man is described as observant and diligent in doing good and avoiding
evil; other men mentioned are those of ability and of no resources, the pure,
the successful, and others.
§ 85. There are several Afrins, or benedictive formulas, besides the
short one mentioned in § 68, but half of them have been found only in
Päzand. The Äfrtn- shash Gahanbar contains about 1370 words, including 200 in Awesta quotations, in praise of the celebration of the seasonfestivals; it is found in L,26, Ki2, MHao, and the Riväyats, and has been
translated into German by SPIEGEL in his Khorda-Awesta, pp. 239—246.
The Afrin- haft Ameshaspend, which is also called Afrin- Dahman
in MH20 and the Riväyats, contains about 700 words, and has been translated by SPIEGEL in_ his Khorda-Awesta, pp. 234—239. In Js8 (see § 30),
under the heading Äfrin- Dahman, are found the following Pahlavi texts:—
Äfrin- shash Gahanbar, —4 (abbreviated), Aogemadaetsha, and Afrin- haft
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Ameshaspend, part of § 17 and all of § 18; this insertion of the Aogemadaetshä, between the beginning of one Äfrin and the end of another, has
probably been caused by the loss and displacement of folios in some very
old MS. The Afrin- Arta-fravash contains about 530 words, and is found
in MH20 and the Riväyats. The Äfrin- Myazd contains about 450 words,
and is found in the Riväyats and transliterated into Pahlavi in J58; the
Äfrin- Vadshörgän,_of about 200 words, is similarly found in the same
MSS.; and both these Afrins imitate the Aw. Äfrin- Zaratüsht by praying for
the gift of particular qualities for which certain persons in ancient times were
celebrated, but with variations of names and details. The Äfrin- Gahänbar
Tshashmh, of about 200 words when abbreviated, is also found in the
Riväyats.
S 86. Allied to the Äfrins is the Nirang-datano va Yatkartano,
or Ritual of supplying incense and calling to remembrance, which is an
introduction (dibafa) to the Afringän. It varies in length from 290 to 630
words, according to the number of celebrated deceased persons called to
remembrance. It has been found only in Päzand, and has been translated
by SPIEGEL, in its shortest form, in his Khorda-Awesta, pp. 230, 231. In
the Riväyats it appears with the following very miscellaneous list of names:—
Zaratüsht, Gushtäsp,_ Luhräsp, Jämäsp, Bahman-i Isfendiyär, Ardä-Viräf,
Ardashir-i Päpakän, Atörpät-i Märaspend, Shäpür-i Ardashirän, the twelfth
century Indian Möbads Shäpür-i Shaharyär, Neryösang-i Dhaval, and Hormazyär-i
Rämyär; the last wife, three sons, one grandson, mother, uncle, cousin, father,
and thirteen ancestors of Zaratüsht back to Manushtshlhar; also the sixteenthcentury layman Bahman-i Mänek of Naosari.
§ 87. The Mätigän- haft Ameshaspend, or »particulars of the seven
Ameshaspends«, containing about 1000 words, is translated in SBE. v, 372—379
(Sis. appendix, xv). It is the ninth text in MH6, where it follows the
Patit- khüt, as it does also i n L i 5 ; and a Päzand version, derived from the
same original, is found in L22, fols. 113—122, and L7, fols. 70—76, appended
to the Bundahishn.
§ 88. A Father instructing his Son is a text of about 600 words,
clearly Pahlavi in idiom, found in a Päzand version in MH22, fols. 62—69,
divided into 72 numbered sentences; and Tehmuras has an old Päz.-Skr. copy,
following a Mainyo-I-Khard. It begins with words that express the Pahlavi
phrase:—PürsJt püs- dänisno-käm, »a son desiring knowledge asked« for an
explanation of the reasons for wearing the Kusti, or sacred thread-girdle.
The father, who loved wisdom (dänät döst), begins by explaining that for
the guidance of knowledge it is necessary to understand, but for the guidance
of conduct only faith is requisite: he also compares the position of the girdle
on the waist, between the superior and inferior parts of the body, to the
position of the earth between heaven and hell.
§ 89. The Andardsh- danak Mart, or »advice of a wise man« to
his son, contains about 520 words, and has been found only in Päzand in
L22, fols. i_27—132, and L7, fols. 79—82. The advice is somewhat similar
to that of Aturpät- Märaspendän (see § 73).
§ 90. The Ashirvad, or Marriage »Blessing«, contains from 460 to
590 words in the various versions. It is found in Pahlavi in Js8, \vith the
date A. Y. 767; in Sanskrit in J9, with the date Samvat fifteenth century; in
Päzand-Sanskrit-Gudsharäti in MH2i, fols. 24—44, with the date A. Y. 866,
Samvat 1552; and in Päzand on some MH loose folios, with the date A. Y.
twelfth century. This Blessing has been translated by SPIEGEL in his KhordaAvesta, pp. 232—234.
8*
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§ 91. The Tshim- Drön, or »meaning of the sacred cake», is a
symbolical description of the Drön and its consecration, in about 380 words,
comparing the Drön to the earth surrounded by Alburz, with Tshakät- Daitig
in the centre, represented by the gaits hiaa, &c. The Pahlavi text is found
in J58, and a paraphrase of it in the Riväyat preceding the Dätistän (see
S 47). The Päzand version occurs in L22, fols. 122—126, and L;, fols. 76
—78, and is followed by some further remarks upon various irregularities
which nullify the DrOn ritual, extending to about 160 extra words which are
translated in SEE. v, 369—371 (Sis. xiv). These further remarks are also
found in Pahlavi in MH6, MHg, K20, and 1,15.
§ 92. The Namäzh- Auharmazd is a formula of grateful praise of
the creator, containing about 340 words. The text was edited by SACHAU,
Avith.a German translation, in 1873*, fr°m a British Museum MS. (Add. 8996,
fols. 45—49); and DARMESTETER published a French translation in 1891%
based upon a collation of this text with two printed in Bombay, in Persian
and Gudsharati characters, respectively. A Päzand copy of the text occurs
in the Riväyat of Däräb Hormazyär (Bu. 29, fols. 522, 523) written in 1679,
where it is called a Stäyishn to be recited daily after the Khürshet and Mihir
Nyäyishes, in the Hävan or morning Gäh. Several passages in this Päzand
text have been evidently derived from a Pahlavi original, especially those
which DARMESTETER traces to a Jewish source, and which have also been
compared to sayings attributed to Thales and Plato by Diogenes Laertius
(I, 33) and Plutarch in his Life of Marius (46, i) 3 . A notable instance of
the uncertainty of mere textual identity as a proof of plagiarism.
1
SACHAU, Neue Beiträge zur Kenntniss der Zoroaslrischen Litteralur; Wien, 1873.
— 2 DARMESTETER, Une priere fiideo-persane: Paris, 1891. — 3 J. M. MITCHELL in
Academy, 25 June 1892, pp. 616, 617.

§ 93. The Näm-stäyishmh, containing about 260 words, is in praise
of the name and attributes of Auharmazd. The Pahlavi text is found in J58,
but SPIEGEL has translated the formula, from a Päzand version, in his KhordaAvesta, pp. 19—21.
§ 94. The Matigan-i si Yazdan, or »particulars of the thirty sacred
beings«, contains about 80 words, forming Sis. appendix, xxiii, in SBE. v,
404—406. This text merely enumerates the qualities of the thirty sacred
beings, and two old versions are extant in Pahlavi, one in MH6 and the
other in Pt. (see §§ 42, 67).
VII. PAHLAVI TEXTS ON NON-RELIGIOUS SUBJECTS.
ABOUT 41,000 WORDS.
S 95«
87. Farhäng- Pahlavig. § 106.
83. Social Code of the Parsis in Sä- 88. Forms of Epistles, in No. 34. 8104.
sänian times. § 96.
89. Cities in the land of Iran. S 98.
84. Kärnämak- Artakhshir- Päpakän. 90. Tshatrang Nämak. § 103.
§
.
9 . Darakht- Asürig. g 102.
85. Yätkär- Zarirän. § 97.
92. Form of Marriage Contract S 105.
86. Khüsrö- Kavätän and his Page. 93. Wonders of the land of Sagastän.
S
.
§ 99.
§ 96. The Social Code of the Parsis in Sasänian times contained
originally more than 42,000 words, of which about 26,000 are supposed to
be extant TEHMURAS DINSHAWJI obtained 20 folios of the text from Persia
about the year 1872, and prepared a facsimile of them for publication many
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years afterwards, when he discovered that 55 folios of another Persian copy
were at Teheran, in the library of the late Manekji Limji, which has since
been transferred to Bombay. Taken together, these fragments of two separate copies extend from fol. 20 to fol. 98 of the text, with some duplicates
and some deficiencies which have not been ascertained, as only 21 folios
have been examined.
Fol. 20 begins in the middle of a chapter about anasatrolgan, »foreigners«,
apparently slaves; which is followed by a complete chapter about partners
and joint proprietors; and the heading of the next chapter is »Decisions of
the leaders of professions, and agreement and disagreement with their decisions.« Fol. 74 begins in the middle of a chapter about the laws of property, the income (vindisn) of wives, annuities, mortgage, &c.; of which the
following passage is a specimen:—
[Pahlavi text.] jBertot, amatas suT karto, tano pavan zanlh gvito min
vindisno barä (yehabünt} am va-abü-i no/six. Antat gabrä-\ levata. nesa.-2salitälhä-J no/six patmän karto, aeyam lak va-lak ham-vindisno karto havaet,
nesce. gvito gvito levata süi ham-vindisno, va-nesaän aevako min tane gvito,
vindisno havand, va-zag, ham-vindisnih nesa vartmitano la
-süt sattta; vaamat varfimtano vindisno dmä ängün £igün (pesi- ) yehvünt.
[TRANSLATION.] When a husband is provided for her, the person of a
daughter is given up in marriage by her own mother and father, devoid of
income. When a man with two wives, who are justifiably his own, has made
a covenant thus: »Thou and thou are made joint proprietors with me«, each
wife separately is joint proprietor with the husband, but the wives are separate
proprietors as regards one another; and it is not allowable for a wife to
alter that joint proprietorship, but it is for the husband; and, when he has
to alter it, the regulation of the property has become just as it was before.
On fol. 75 a chapter begins about an irreverent person {atarsag als)
male or female; on fol. 77 another about one's own property; on fol. 79
several statements about the care of a child; on fol. 81 several opinions for
assertion, and specially necessary to observe, about children, adoption, property, &c.; on fol. 85 a chapter on the infallibility of officials (ae-varih-1
kärdaräri); on fol. 87 another on something written and completed, and other
well-considered statements, which latter form nearly the whole of the chapter;
and on fol. 88 another on the comparison of any one statement with other
statements on the same subject, which continues beyond the end of fol. 91,
and contains many names of commentators and kings. There are two folios
numbered 84, and two numbered 89; and, altogether, about thirty commentators are quoted, and the names of kings Vähräm- Yazdakartän, Yazdakart-i
Vährämän, Pirüzh, and Khüsrö- Kavätän are mentioned on fols. 90 and 91.
8 9 7 . Most of the other non-religious texts are found in the old MS. J
(see § 69) which begins with the Yätkär- Zariran, containing about 3000
words. This Yätkär is also called the Shähnämah- Gushtäsp in the kolophon
of the copy made in 1721, and this name has caused the MS. J to be occasionally called the Pahlavi Shähnämah. The Yätkär has been translated
by GEIGER into German, with a few quotations from the Pahlavi text1; and
has also been noticed by NÖLDEKE 2 . It is an account of the war between
Ardshäsp, king of the Khyöns, and king Vishtäsp, caused by the conversion
of the latter to Zoroastrianism, and, hence, usually called the war of the
religion, in which the Iranians were finally victorious, but not till they had
lost nearly all their most valiant leaders in the battle. According to a kolophon, appended to this text, it was copied by Mitrö-äpän- Kai-Khüsröb from
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the MS. of his great grand-uncle Rüstakhm- Mitrö-äpän, who had copied from
the MS. of Denö-panäh (see § 76); but no dates are stated.
i GEIGER, Das Yätkär-i Zarträn und sein Verhältniss zum Säh-näme, Sitzungsberichte
der p. und h. Classe der k. b. Akad. der Wiss. 1890; 11,43—84. — 2 NÖLDEKE,
Persische Studien, Sitzungsberichte der k. Akad. der \Viss. in Wien, p. h. Classe,
Bd. cxxvi; 1892.

§ 98. This Yätkär is followed by an account of the founders of the
Cities in the land of Iran, given in about 880 words. About no cities
are mentioned, but some of them are not named; the last one is »the city
of Bagdät, constructed by the Abü-Dshäfar that they call Abü-davämg«; but
most of the founders mentioned were Säsänians, and some older. DARMESTETER has referred to two passages in this text, which give the name of
the Jewish queen of Yazdakart I, in his Textes pehlvis relatifs au Judalsme,
pp. 17—29g 99. The next is a short text of 290 words, about the Wonders of
the land of Sagastan, or Sistan, among which it mentions the river Aetumand, the lake Frazdän, the sea Kyänsih, the mountain Aüshdäshtär, and
the birth of the last three apostles. This land was also the refuge of the
posterity of Amtsh, son of Fretün, and the scene of Vishtäsp's first propagation of the religion, and his conferences with Zaratusht; also of the proceedings of Senö-i Ahümstän of Bust, (bustzg) and his disciples, who issued
various Nasks for religious instruction.
§ loo. Then follows the tale of Khusro- Kavätän and his Page,
containing about 1770 words. The Page is a princely youth of great intelligence, who relates to the king that he was the only son of his mother,
and while yet a child he lost his father; that he had received a liberal
education in all kinds of knowledge, religion, literature, horsemanship, music,
games, and wished the king to test his learning. In reply to the king he
details the pleasantest foods, the handsomest birds, the nicest meats, the
freshest jellies, the best broths, the most delicious fruits, the wholesomest
grains, the best wines, the most pleasing tunes, the best seven ingredients
of soup, the sweetest-scented flowers, the best of women, and the best steeds.
The king also sends him to capture two lions who had carried off a mare;
on his way he receives an evasive reproof from a woman, and, returning
with the lions, he is made governor of the district. This tale contains many
Iranian nouns not found elsewhere in Pahlavi.
§
. Several of the texts which follow in J, being religious, have been
already described in §§ 70—76. After these comes the Kärnämak- Artakhshir- Päpakän, containing about 5,600 words, which has been translated
into German by NÖLDEKE l. It relates that there were 240 petty rulers in
Iran after Alexander's death, but Artavän became the chief king, and Päpak
was a frontier governor who had no son. Säsän was a shepherd employed
by Päpak, but descended from Därä. In consequence of a dream, Päpak
promoted Säsän and gave him his daughter to wife; from her Artakhshir was
born and, when fifteen years old, he was summoned to court by Artavän.
Owing to a quarrel with the king's son, he was sent to work in the stables,
where he was seen by the king's handmaid who fell in love and was induced
to run away with him on horseback, with many valuables, into Pars. They
were pursued by Artavän, but escaped, being assisted by the royal glory
which had descended upon Artakhshir who was joined by several nobles and
carried on a war with Artavän, whom he finally defeated and slew; afterwards
marrying the king's daughter. This chronicle continues to relate the further
wars and adventures of Artakhshir, and of his son Shahpühar during his father's
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reign, until Artakhshir acknowledges his grandson Aüharmazd, whose birth had
been concealed from him for seven years. Like the Yätkär (§ 97), this
Kärnämak in J has descended from a copy made by Rüstakhm- Mitrö-äpän,
and it is the original from which all known copies have been derived.
i NÖLDEKE, Geschichte des AriacKsir-i Papakan, aus dem Pehlewi übersetzt, mit
Erläuterungen und einer Einleitung versehen, BB. iv, 22—69; Göttingen, 1878.

§ 102. Then follow the texts mentioned in §§77 and 78, two of which
are non-religious and occur both in J and Pt. The first of these is the
Darakht- Asurig, containing about 800 words, of which the first 85 are
lost from J. It professes to be an altercation between a tree growing in the
country of Asür and a goat, in which both state their claims to being more
useful than the other to mankind.
§ 103. The other non-religious text is the Tshatrang Namak, of about
820 words, which has been edited in Pahlavi and Päzand, with Gudsharatl and
English translations, by Dastür PESHOTAN in 1885, as an accompaniment to
his Ganje Shäyagän. The text has also been transliterated and translated
into German by SALEMANN 1 , and noticed by NÖLDEKE 2. It relates how Devvasärm, king of the Hindus, sent to king Khüsrö-I Anöshak-rübän a set of
chessmen and other valuable presents, with a demand for an explanation of
the game, or a heavy tribute. After three days' consideration, VadshorgMitrö, Khüsrö's prime minister, explains the game, and invents that of backgammon (nev-Artaxsir), with which and many valuable presents he is sent
to India, to make similar demands from Dewasärm, whose courtiers fail in
explaining the new game after forty days consideration, and their king has
to pay tribute.
2

* SALEMANN, Mitlelpersische Studien (see S 72), pp. 207—242; Petersburg, 1887. —
NÖLDEKE, Persische Studien; Wien, 1892.

§ 104. The Forms of Epistles, mentioned in § 79, occur in J, Pt.,
and the Vidshirkart- Demg (see § 32), pp. 102—113. They contain about
990 words, and give suitable modes of addressing kings, rulers, and other
great men in epistles, with a variety of polite phrases for beginning and concluding letters.
§ 105. These are followed, in J and Pt., by a Form of Marriage
Contract, containing about 400 words, which begins as follows:—
Den fi'irax Vohüman- snat 627-1 axar min snat- zo-i valet- - Yazdakart
malkdan malkä- SatröTyärän näp- vala-1- aparvej Xüsrö-t malkään malkäAüharmazdän, frä£-vizist yöm- Dadü pavan Mitrö amat väcak-t sapir pavan
hanjaman matär yehvünt havad pavan pätaxsa/ühä nesaäh
- gabrä-\
vähmän sem, vähmän-i vähmänän berct-i vähmän rütastäk vähmän matä vähmän kefrünet, va-kanliak-hanä vähmän sem, vähmän- vähmänän pätaxsaluhä
düxt-i ham vähmän matä ketrunet; apas aetüno mat yegavimünft pavan sardärih-' vähmän abü ctgün amatas nesaüh va-düxtakämh pavan räs-i storih,
-aevakänih-i als patas lä mat yegavlmünet.
[TRANSLATION.] In the month Vohüman of the year 627 after the year
20 of that one who was Yazdakart, king of kings, son of Shatröiyär, and
grandson of that one who was the victorious Khüsrö, king of kings and son
of Aüharmazd, on the chosen day Dadü-pavan-Mitrö (16 November 1278),
when good statements have been coming into the assembly as to a privileged
marriage contracted by a certain man named A, son of B, son of C, which
A resides in the town D of the district E, and a certain girl named F, the
privileged daughter of G, son of H, who resides in the same district E; and
so she has come into the guardianship of the father of A, as though her
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marriage and daughterhood were by way of adoption, and the union of some
one with her had not occurred.
This Contract then proceeds to state the conduct which each party promises to practise towards the other, and to fix the payment of 3000 dirhams
of silver for the bride.
§ 106. The Farhäng- Pahlavig is the Old Pahlavi-Päzand Glossary
edited by HOSHANG and HAUG1, and containing about 1300 Pahlavi words,
but its original extent appears to have been only 1000 words, excluding the
Appendices. This edition does not give the Farhäng in its oldest form which
is better represented by the modern copy in the Parsenhandschrift described
by SALEMANN in 1878 (see § 24), and by another modern copy in the MS.
39o. These two MSS. give the Farhäng nearly as it stands in the oldest
copy that has been examined, which is in the library of Dastür Jämäsp in
Bombay 2 . This copy is imperfect, having lost its second folio and all after
fol. 28; in its present state it represents p. i, 1. —p. 2, 1. 2 and p. 2, 1. 9—
p: 19, 1. 9 of the Pahlavi text of the H. and H. edition, and appears to be
fully three centuries old. The alternating Zvärish and Iranian Pahlavi text is
written in black, and is interlhicd with the pronunciation of each word in
Awesta letters written in red, except in the first chapter where the pronunciation is written in black. The headings of the several chapters, some of
which had already become misread by copyists, are as follows:—Chap, i,
pavan sem-T dätär Aühannazd, »in the name of the creator Aüharmazd«.
Chap. 2, stiha, »worldly things«. Chap. 3, mayähä = äMä, »waters«. Chap. 4,
danag mivaki/ia, »grain and fruits«. Chap. 5, xvarisno, »drinking«. Chap. 6·,
tarakiha, »vegetables«. Chap. 7, caharpal, »quadruped«. Chap. 8, mürväno,
»birds«. Chap. 9, no heading. Chap. 10, andämhä, »parts of the body«.
Chap, ii, (probably) yüdän ansütä martüm- rabä zivandag, »young persons
as well as people of older life«. Chap. 12, awarlgän mariümän, »people of
the upper classes«. Chap. 13, Siengän martümän, »people of lower classes«.
Chap. 14, (probably) asübärih; madam hünarän- zag andar asübär vuxär
ävarj, »horsemanship; a register about accomplishments which are those in
the knowledge of a rider:« which shows that Hoshang's fourteenth chapter,
when divested of copyists' emendations, is really the heading of his fifteenth
chapter. Chap. 15 (Hosh. 16 and 17), dapirih ma-tis aübas pasijako, »writership and whatever is provided for it«. Chap. 16 (Hosh. 18), ayöxsusfo, »metal«.
Chap. 17 (Hosh. 19), pätimär, »condemnation«. Chaps. 18—21 are not indicated. Chap. 22 (beginning with zerxuniano, Hosh. p. 17, 1. 2), stiayisn,
farjäm, »gratification and end«. Chap. 23 (beginning with yegtlbunastano.
Hosh. p. 17, 1. 5), ma-f-i nipistari/i ral aüzvärisno, »the Zvärish of whatever is
relating to \vriting«. No further chapters are indicated, nearly all the verbs
are given in three forms, and there are several variations from the H. and H.
edition, but agreeing nearly with the Petersburg and Bodleian modern MSS.
1
HOSHANG and HAUG, An Old Pahlavi Päzand
Glossary, with Index and Essay
2
on Pahlavi; Bombay and London, 1870. — See WEST, Un Manuscrti inexplore du
Farhäng Sassanide, Le Museon, i, 116 — 119; Louvain, 1882.

§ 107. The term Aüzvärisn, applied to Semitic words and obsolete
modes of writing certain Iranian words, has been found in Pahlavi MSS. only
in the heading of chap. 23 in the foregoing Farhäng, and in a few kolophons.
In Persian characters the term is either zväris, uzväris, or uzväris, as in
the following passage in the Riväyat of Karndin Shäpür (A. D. 1559), which
has been quoted by M. J. MÜLLER', SPIEGEL2, HAUG3, and others:—än-ki
sirr-e, ba-navan nlst, ba-xatt-i avistä, yä xait-i saväd, aväyad nibist ki üzväris
bid, »that which is a secret, written to a scholar, one must write in Awesta
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writing, or the writing of blackness which is uzvarish«. When this sentence
is seen in its original Persian characters, there seems no sufficient reason for
supposing saväd to be a name, or anything but the common Arabic noun
denoting the black colour so appropriate to thick writing; just as the first
old-English printing is called »black letter«. Zväris probably means »obsoleteness, antiquity, or archaism«, being an abstract noun derived from the
obsolete verb zuvarldan, »to be old or worn out«; and the cognate word
auzvarano certainly means »decrepitudes« in SBE. v, 164.
i M. J. MÜLLER, Ueber den Ursprung des Namens Pihlvi, Bulletin der k. Akad.
der Wiss. p. 102, note; München, 1842. — 2 SPIEGEL, Grammatik der HucväreschSprache, pp. 22, 23; Wien, 1856. — 3 HAUG, An introductory Essay on the Pahlavi
language, p. 42; Bombay and London, 1870.

§ 108. In the foregoing sketch of surviving Pahlavi literature attempts
have been made to point out the best MSS. known to exist, and also to
give some general idea of the contents of each text, especially of those which
have not yet been made easily accessible by translation. Of some texts other
MSS. of less importance have been examined, and many more exist, no
doubt, which have not been examined, owing to want of opportunity. Among
these unexamined MSS. in India, and the unknown MSS. in Persia, there is
still some chance of the discovery of further important texts and fragments.
And, with regard to the contents of the texts, the reader should always
recollect that no one can yet read Pahlavi with ease and certainty, so that
the true meaning of a text can be very easily misunderstood when no complete translation is made.
§ 109. There are some complications in the dates of Pahlavi kolophons
that require attention. Those written by Indian Parsis are all given in years
of Yazdakart, and the new-year's day of his first year was 16 June 632
according to the Persian reckoning which was adopted by the Kadnii sect
of Parsis in India on 17 June 1745; but owing, it is said, to an intercalary
month having been introduced at some unknown period by the Indian Parsis,
their usual new-year's day is a month later than in Persia, according to the
reckoning of the Sehensäfn Parsis, and this applies to all Pahlavi dates written
by Indian Parsis, except those few of the last 150 years to which the word
kafim is appended. As all Parsi years contain twelve months of thirty days
each, with five extra days at the end of the year, or a total of 365 days,
their new-year's day recedes one day in the Christian year whenever the
latter is a leap-year; so that the new-year's day of A.Y. 1262 was 17 August
1892 according to the Persian or Kadmt reckoning, or 16 September (30
days later) according to the Sehensaht reckoning. All this is simple enough,
as it merely requires accurate calculation of the months and days, with proper
allowances for the leap-years and other irregularities in the Christian kalendar.
But nearly all Pahlavi kolophons written by Persian Parsis are dated either
from the twentieth year of Yazdakart, or in Parslg years which imply the
same thing1; this was the era of the Zoroastrians, or the Magi, described by
Alberuni 2 and now no longer in use. When it went out of use is not known,
but the copy of the kolophon of L4, preserved in Pt2 (see § 18), gives the
date from both eras3, showing that the era A.2oY. was still in use in 1323;
but there are reasons for believing that Persian writers of Pahlavi kolophons
continued to write the accustomed formula for the twentieth year of Yazdakart for more than a century after they had ceased to count the years from
that era. This additional complication and uncertainty applies probably to
all Persian Pahlavi kolophons of these last two centuries, and is a matter
that requires further investigation. The exact difference produced by calcuBrought to you by | Glasgow University Library
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lating the same date from the two different eras is five days less than twenty
years, on account of the five leap-years that occur in that period; and the
easiest mode of calculating is to add 20 years to the Persian date, and then
calculate as if it were an Indian Kadmi Parsi date.
See WEST, Note sur Ere des Parsis, Le Museon, v, 131, 132; Louvain, 1886.
— 2 SACHAU, The Chronology of Ancient Nations, pp. 138, 184; London, 1879. —
3 Owing, no doubt, to copyists' errors, the difference between the two dates is
thirty years, instead of twenty. This kolophon was originally written in India, but
by a Persian priest.

§ no. The question of transliteration is necessarily one that has engaged much of the attention of every Pahlavi scholar, but the result of that
attention does not promise much in the way of unanimity or simplicity. What
a Pahlavi scholar really wants is some simple system of transliteration which,
while it represents something like the supposed pronunciation of the written
words, will also indicate to the reader the mode in which the words are
actually written. Such a system is possible, without using a single special
type, as has been shown in another place1, and the system there proposed
can probably be much improved. The real pronunciation of any language
more than five centuries ago can never be ascertained with certainty; and,
in the case of Pahlavi, the matter is still more complicated by the question
whether the Semitic words were really pronounced, or not To dispense with
them and produce a Päzand text might be interesting and even useful, but
it would not be Pahlavi.
1
WEST, The extent, language, and age of Pahlavi literature, Sitzungsberichte der
k. b. Akad. der Wiss. p. u. h. Klasse, 1888, pp. 403—408; München.

APPENDIX.
VIII. THE MODERN-PERSIAN ZOROASTRIAN LITERATURE
OF THE PARSIS.
§ in. The modern-Persian writings of the Parsis, connected with their
religion, have not yet been fully examined, but some information has been
collected regarding those which are most accessible. A few of these writings
are independent works, either in prose or verse, and are sometimes derived
from Pahlavi texts. Others, called Riväyats, are collections of information,
chiefly religious, which often contain some of the independent works, or
quotations from them or from other Riväyats.
§ 112. One of the oldest of the independent works, which is not quoted
in the Riväyats, is the Zartusht-namah in 1570 couplets composed by
Zartusht Bahram Pazhdu of the ancient city of Hal, and finished on 12 August 1278. It relates the legendary history of Zartusht of the Spitamas, from
before his birth till the events of the last millenniums were revealed to him;
and its author may have obtained much of his information from the seventh
book of the Denkart and the Selections of Zat-sparam, but some of it must
have come from other sources. EASTWICK'S English translation1 of this poem
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was made from a very good MS., written by BarzO Kiyamu-d-dm in 1636
and belonging to the Wilson Collection, now in the library of Lord Crawford
at Wigan. Other MSS. are ?48,
27, 040, 397, &c. A prose version of
the work, with a few couplets interspersed, also exists in OP259.
DR. J. WILSON, The Parsi Religion, pp. 477—522; Bombay, 1843. — 2 The
Fräser Collection in the Bodleian Library at Oxford. For the other abbreviations
see S 17-

S 113. The Sad-dar is a treatise on »a hundred subjects« connected
with the Parsi religion, and is very often quoted in the Riväyats. It exists
in three versions: prose, ordinary metre, and long metre. The prose Sad-dar
has been translated into English1, the metrical Sad-dar into Latin2, and the
long-metre Sad-dar into GudsharatI3. The prose version (Bu29, fols. 17—30)
was already a very old book when the long-metre version was composed
about 1531. The ordinary metrical_version translated by Hyde appears to
have been composed at Kirmän by Irän-shäh Malik-shah as early as 14 October 1495, an^ written probably by his_brother Mard-shäh. The author of
the prose version seems to have been Irän-shäh Yazdiyär, whose date has
not been ascertained; and one MS. of this class4 is a specimen of Persian
written in Awesta characters, in imitation of Päzand, but with four per cent
of Arabic words; it was written at Bharütsh by Padam Ram Kanhaksha
(= Känhanän), and completed on 18 May 1575. The metrical versions
differ considerably from the prose version in the latter part of the work.
1

SEE. xxiv, 253—361; Oxford, 1885. — 2 HYDE, Historia religionis veterttm Persarum, pp. 433—488; Oxon. 1700. — 3 Dastur JAMASP, Sad-dare behere
, GudsharatI translation; Bombay, 1881. — 4 Persian MS. 3043 at the India Office Library
in London.

§ 114. Similar to the prose Sad-dar, and treating of much the same
subjects, is the Sad-darband-i Hush which occurs in P46, 47 and is often
quoted in the Riväyats. It is usually called the Sad-dar Bundahish, but the
Riväyat MS. Bu2g, when quoting from this work, spells its name Sad-darband-hüs eighteen times, Sad-dar-band-hus (with the short vowel u) thrice,
and Sad-dar-band-has (without marking the last vowel) twenty times. Its
age has not been ascertained, but the date of the copy in P47 is equivalent
to A.D. 1614.
S 115. The Shäyast Na-shayast, found in 056, n 6, is a prose work
beginning with those words which also commence the prose Sad-dar. It gives
some details about the creation and the conflict of the good and evil spirits,
sins and good works, the misery of the souls of Keresasp and Yim, marriage
and divorce, the last three millenniums, &c. No account of its origin has
been noticed, but it cannot be very old.
S 116. The 'Ulamä- Islam is the abbreviated title of a prose work
called »a treatise about the supreme high-priest and Dastür of those days
with the learned men of the Muhammadan faith«. This is a controversial
work, in which the Zoroastrian doctrines are explained and strongly upheld.
In Bu29, fols. 477—483, and the Wilson Collection there are two independent
versions, the second and shorter of which, taken from P48, has been published
by OLSHAUSEN andMoHL1, and is also found in 0225, MH7, fols. 165—188,
and MHio, fols. 87—91, in which three MSS. it is mingled with some portion of the first version.
1

Fragmens relatifs a. la religion de Zoroastre, pp. 1 —10; Paris, 1829.

§ 117. The book of Dadar bin Däd-dukht professes to have been
twice translated from Pahlavi into Persian, first by Abu-mu'assar Dshahishyär
Mihrbän, and then by Abü-nasr-mu'assar Sröshyär Ädar-kharäd Farukhzädän.
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It relates how King Shapur Ardashiran asked the Emperor »Abulmus« of
Rum for Greek books of medicine and science, such as those of Socrates
and Aristotle. These were sent with learned Greeks to the king, and in his
presence the Greeks propounded numerous scientific and religious questions
which the supreme Möbad Dädär bin Däd-dukht answered to his own satisfaction, and he then propounded two questions, about the origin of good
and evil, which put the Greeks in a dilemma, and they admitted that Persian
science was superior to theirs, which satisfied the king. A good MS. of this
book is contained in MH;, fols. 188—213; another, in the British Museum
Add. Or. 8994, fols. 104—139, is very imperfect and incorrect. Both MSS.
were written in the first decade of this century, and the tale is no doubt
fictitious, but the answers contain some interesting matter.
§ 118. Another controversial work, contained in MH;, fols. 176—188,
is a Discussion about Dualism between a Dastur and a Musulman, which
has not been found elsewhere, and its age is uncertain.
§ 119. The Dshämäspi, or Ahkänvi Dshamasp, is a Persian prose
imitation of the Pahlavi and Päzand Dshämäsp-nämak, but it is arranged
differently. It occurs in 044, Bu29, fols. 503—507, and in the \Vilson Collection. This is followed in Bu2g, fols. 508—518, by another treatise with
nearly the same title, the Ahkam-i Dshamasp Hakim; but this learned
Dshamasp was not the councillor of Vishtäsp, but an astrologer who constructed the horoscopes of Zartusht and other celebrated men, such as Moses,
Alexander, Jesus, Mazdak, Muhammad, £c. and jotted them down in the year
544 (probably A.D. 1175). His astrological technicalities are interspersed with
many details about the history of the men who are specified, which become
more numerous as he approaches his own time. He mentions Sultan Mahmüd-i GhäzT, his son Mas'üd, Tughril, and a few later rulers who are less
known.
§ 120. The Saugand-nämah, or oath-book, exists in two versions.
The shorter version, which gives directions and a form of oath for ordinary
occasions, is found in MHio, fols. 58, 59; Bu29, fols. 147, 148; and the
British Museum Add. Or. 8994, fols. 37—45. The longer version, applicable
to serious and complicated cases, is found in Bu29, fols. 148—152. The
oath is merely one of the 33 kinds of ordeal, in which the person who swear;
to the truth of his statements, swallows some consecrated bread and water
in the simpler cases. But, in complicated cases, the draught is to be prepared in a consecrated cup, and consists of water containing a little narmlnah, incense, essence of sulphur, chopped jujube-wood, a morsel of its fruit,
and a dänak of essence of gold triturated in the water; and the »drinking«
of the oath is preceded by a solemn ritual.
§ i2i. A Colloquy of Ormazd and Zartusht, regarding religion,
contains thirteen questions asked by the latter and answered by the former.
They refer to salvation, future rewards and punishments, the unbelieving,
negligent, and slandering, appointing a high-priest, those who die ignorant of
religion, the father superior to the mother, rites superior to feasts, praise for
the creator and scorn for the evil spirit, merits of the successors of Vishtäsp,
and the religion in after ages. This tract appears to have been transcribed
from a Pahlavi original, and the very rude Päzand transcript was brought by
Naremän Höshang from Yazd in 1478; a copy of it exists in Bu29, fols. —6,
and a ParsT-Persian version in MH7, fols. 213—219.
S 122. Persian versions of Pahlavi texts exist, both in prose and verse.
Of the prose versions may be mentioned the Persian Eahman Yasht which
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was transcribed by Rustam Isfendiyär of Yazd, in two portions from his
brother's Päzand MS., and finished on 14 and 15 November 1496, respectively; the division being probably caused by a defect in the original. A copy
derived from this transcript is found in Bu29, fols. 495—502. An incomplete
copy of a Persian Ardä-VIräf Nämah exists in MH28. A ParsI-Persian
Minokhirad is found in MH; and 1,2769; an abridged version of it also
exists in MH;, which gives a much freer translation of chaps, i, 14—ii, 64;
iii—vii, xiv, xv, xxi, and xxv. Of the metrical versions there is an ArdaViraf in 398 Persian couplets, revised by Nöshirvän Marzubän of Kirmän,
about 1627, from an older version written by Zartusht Bahram Pazhdu, and
copied in Bu29, fols. 46—50. Also two versions of the Minokhirad, one,
which has been described by SACHAU', was composed from a ParsT version
in 1612 by Marzubän of Rävar in Sindh; and another, in about 1900 couplets
composed from Neryösang's Päzand text, by Däräb Hormazyär, and finished
on 12 December 1676, new style, has been copied into that Dastür's Riväyat
Bu29, fols. 527—550, but two medial folios are lost.
1

JRAS, new series, iv, 229—283.

§ 123. The Riväyats, or collections of religious traditions, are of two
classes; originally, they each contained the replies and information collected
by some special messenger who had been sent, by some of the chief Parsis
in India, to obtain the opinions of the Parsis in Persia regarding certain particulars of religious practice which were duly specified in writing, or to apply
for copies of MSS. which were either unknown or scarce in India. In later
times, the contents of these early Riväyats were classified, according to the
subjects they referred to, and were supplemented by farther information and
many details of ritual, by influential Parsis in India who were usually Dastürs.
The original Riväyats are generally called by the names of the messengers,
but occasionally by the name of the chief inquirer. But the later classified
Riväyats are known by the names of their compilers. There are, however,
several Riväyats, more or less incomplete, which are anonymous.
§ 124. The following is a chronological list of the collectors and compilers of Riväyats, quoted in Bu29 and mentioned in PP.1, with dates taken
from copies of documents in Bu2g if not otherwise stated; when the writing
is chiefly epistolary it is usually called a Maktüb, or letter:—
1. NAREMAN HOSHANG of Bharutsh brought letters, written on 25 June
1478 and 3 September 1486, with MSS. and documents, from Sharfäbäd and
Turkäbäd, near Yazd.
2. A letter, containing further information about the Iranian Parsis and
their religion, written on 8 January 1511, was taken to India from the same
places by three or four Parsi traders. It gives the names of the principal
Parsis and their total estimated numbers, namely, 400 men (nafar) at Sharfäbäd and Turkäbäd, 500 at Yazd, 700 at Kirmän, 2700 in Slstan, and 1700
in Khurasan, total 6000. This letter appears to be erroneously referred to
as the Maktüb-i FREDUN (No. 13) in Bu29, fol. 211 a 9.
3. A layman SHAPUR is mentioned early in the conclusion of No. 4, as
having taken a previous letter to Iran; and he is called SHAPUR ASA in the
Awestic-Persian kolophon of No. 7 (L8, fol. i33b). His mission to Iran may
have been about 1515; unless, indeed, he were a brother of Tshangä Äsä
who was living in the time of No. i.
4. The layman ISFENDIYAR SOHRAB brought back a despatch from Iran,
with answers to seven questions which had been sent by the Parsis in India
to those in Persia. The text is given in Part III of the Wilson Riväyat at
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Wigan; and some of its contents is quoted in Bu29 from Nos. 5 and 6. Its
conclusion is dated the last day of the eleventh month, but the year is not
mentioned; it must, however, have been about 1520.
5. The Riväyat, or Maktub, of DSHASA is quoted about fourteen times
in Bu29, and is mentioned in the tenth answer in No. 7; it certainly included
most of No. 4, and was nearly the same as No. 6.
6. »The Maktüb, written by the Dastürs of Iran, which came to the
address of MANEKSHAH TSHANGASHAH« is quoted about ten times in Bu29,
and seems to have been nearly a duplicate of No 5.
7« The second and third Riväyats in L8, written in Awestic Persian and
modem Persian, and completed originally on 8 and 13 September 1527,
respectively, are ascribed by PP, p. 7, to the layman KAMA ASA of K'ambay.
But out of the 28 answers in L8, twenty-one are quoted by Buz 9, from
Kämah Bohrah (No. 23) and only one from
BIN ASA, whose identity
it is difficult to fix. Near the end of the modern Persian dissertations in L8
five folios have been lost, whose contents can be found in a complete copy
in 0225, fols. 33—72.
8. The laymen ISFENDIYAR YAZDIYAR and Rustam of K'ambay brought
a letter from Turkäbäd, written on 7 January 1535, congratulating the Indian
Parsis upon the completion of a stone Dakhma at K'ambay (PP, p. 8).
9. The layman K AUS KAMDEN brought a Riväyat from Iran, with a
kolophon written on 26 August 1553. Its text is given in Part in of the
Wilson Riväyat, and it is often quoted in Bu2g.
10. Numerous answers to further questions which follow the text of No. 9
in the Wilson MS. are mostly quoted from the Riväyat of KAUS KAMAN in
Bu29. He was probably the Käüs Kama of K'ambay mentioned in PP,
p. 843.
11. KAMDEN SHAPUR of K'ambay brought despatches from Iran to Bharutsh, with a letter written on 28 December 1558 (PP, p. 8). These constitute the first Riväyat in L8, as stated in its list of contents; and are often
quoted as the Riväyat and Maktüb of Kämden Shäpür in Bu2g.
12. The Riväyat and Maktüb of SHAPUR OF BHARUTSH are often quoted
in Bu29, and the quotations resemble those from Nos. 7 and n.
13. Two Iranian Parsis, FREDUN and MARZUBAN, brought letters of introduction from Yazd to India about the year 1570, judging from the names
mentioned in them. Copies are preserved in Bu29, fol. i6b.
14. The Riväyat and Maktüb of KAUS MAHYAR are also often quoted
in Bu29, and he is sometimes said to be from K'ambay. PP, p. 10 mentions
a Käüs Mähyär who was sent by the Dastur of Bharutsh to meet a Dastür
of Kirmän who had gone to Delhi; he brought back a letter written on
9 November 1597, new style. And PP, p. 839 also mentions another Käüs
Mähyär and Mähyär Rustam of K'ambay who brought back replies from Yazd
in the year 1601.
15. The Maktüb of KAMDEN (or Kiyamu-d-dm) PADAM, Dastür of Bharutsh, once quoted in Bu29, fol. 2 45 a, must also be about this last date.
16. The layman BAHMAN ISFENDIYAR of Surat brought letters back from
Turkäbäd, Yazd, and Kirmän, written on 24 October 1626, and 27 January
and 25 August 1627, new style, respectively. Copies of these letters are
given in Bu2g, fols. 65—70, where they are said to be derived from No. 20.
17. Dastür HORMAZYAR FRAMROZ Sandshäna compiled a Riväyat in 1644
(the original of which is said to be at Balsar) containing all the accessible
information obtained from Iran, and including Nos. 4, 7, 10, n, 16, and 23
(PP, pp. 8, 843).
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18. RUSTAM DSHANDEL brought a letter from the Iranian priesthood to
the Dastür of Naosan, written on 3 December 1649, new style, and stating
that there had been a severe famine in Persia for the last two years.
19. Dastur BARZU KIYAMU-D-DIN Sandshäna, or Bardshor Kämden, compiled a Riväyat, somewhat similar to No. 17, which is several times quoted
in Bu29.
20. The layman BAHMAN PUNDSHYAH of Surat, about this time, collected
all the questions which had been sent to Iran from time to time, with the
answers received, so as to compile a Riväyat of considerable extent (PP, p. 15,
n. 5) which is often quoted in Bu2g.
21. Nänäbhäi Pündshyah, a brother of Bahman, having died at Surat on
9 January 1667, new style, about two months before the completion of a new
stone Dakhma built at his own expense, his corpse was enclosed in a stone
depository placed in the old Dakhma, in which it was removed to the new
one when this was completed. His heirs and some priests sent the layman
MIHRBAN DSHANDEL to Kirman in 1668, with a letter asking the opinion of
the priesthood as to the correctness of this proceeding, and the reply (copied
in Bu29, fols. 196—198) informed them that the corpse ought to have been
kept in an open spot, far away from other corpses.
22. Dastür Rustam Khurshed Isfendiyär of Naosan addressed several
religious questions to the priests in Iran on
June, in the names of the
priests of Naosan and Surat, and received a reply from Kirmän, written on
29 July 1670, new style (PP, p. 16). This reply appears to be quoted in
Bu29 as »the MAKTUB (or TUMAR) for the SURAT PRIESTS from the writing
of the Dasturs of the land of Kirmän«; and a copy of the letter, accompanying it, is said to be preserved in a rather later copy of the same Riväyat,
which exists at Balsar.
23. KAMAH BOHRAH (or Vohrä), a trader of K'ambay, brought a letter,
written on 31 January 1673, new style, from Yazd to India, a copy of which
is preserved in an old Riväyat at Ankalesar. Two Riväyats of a Kama Vohrä
of Surat are also mentioned, who must have lived earlier, as his Riväyats
were included in No. 17 (PP, pp. 17, 843); and the Riväyat of Kämah Bohrah
is often quoted in Bu2g.
24. Dastür D ARAB HORMAZYAR Sandshäna compiled an enlargement of
No. 17, extending to 556 quarto folios written 21 lines to the page. His
original MS. appears to be Bu29 which was written in 1679 and has lost
fols. 35—43» 160, 161, 288—307, 428—441, 535, and 540, or 47 folios
altogether. A copy, written in 1685, exists at Balsär (PP, p. 16, n. 3); and
another, copied directly from Bu2g in 1761—2, is in the Wilson Collection
at Wigan.
25. Dastür DSHAMASP ASA of Naosäri sent religious questions to Iran in
1721, and afterwards formed the answers into a Riväyat known by his name.
He died 30 July 1753, new style (PP. p. 39).
26. Mulla KAUS RUSTAM DSHALAL went to Yazd and Kirmän from Surat
in 1768, taking 78 questions, to which he sent back answers on 18 April
1773. This is called the It'oter (= .78) Riväyat, and was printed in Gudsharati in 1846
(PP, p. 50).
1
BOMANJEE BYRAMJEE PATELL, The Parsi Prakas; Bombay, 1888.

§ 125. Of the classified Riväyats, compiled in India, No. 24 appears to
be the most complete and most systematically arranged. The copy in the
Wilson Collection supplies the contents of all the folios missing in Bu29,
except the last two, although it is still more defective itself in other places.
The necessity of having such a compilation of all the information obtained
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from Iran had already led to the preparation of three less complete collectionsj
Nos. 17, 19, 20, during the previous forty years; and the object of the compiler of No. 24 was to extend and improve the work of his predecessors.
He gives copies of nearly all the letters from the Iranian priesthood which
remained extant, with the various treatises, in prose and verse, and other
documents which they had sent from time to time; also the text of many
portions of the Khordah Awesta and other liturgical fragments. The decisions
given by the Iranian priesthood, in reply to the questions sent from India,
are classified into subjects, each of which is treated separately by quoting
all the answers received, each from its own Riväyat or other authority. This
classification is so carefully carried out that the preparation of an index, which
the author has not supplied, would be a much simpler task than a casual
reader would anticipate.
§ 126. Several of the treatises occurring in Bu29 have been already
described in §§ 113, 116, 119—122; others are:—The Khamsah of Zartusht in 929 Persian couplets by Zartusht Bahrain Pazhdü, the greater part
of which is lost from Bu29. The Vasf-i Ameshäsfendan, or Attributes of
the 33 Angels, in 1051 couplets Bu29, fols. 51—63. The Mär nämah in
32 couplets, stating what the appearance of a snake portends on each day
of the month; and the Burdsh-namah, in 26 couplets, stating what the first
appearance of the new moon portends in each sign of the zodiac, fol. 64.
The tale of Mazdak and King Noshirvan, in 619 couplets written in 1616,
fols. 71—78. The tale of a Prince of Iran and the KhalTfah 'Umar
Khattab, in 473 couplets composed by Zartusht Bahräm Pazhdü, fols. 78—84.
The tale of Sultan Mahmud of Ghazm, in 186 couplets, fols. 85—87.
A tale of a false accusation made against the Parsis before Shah 'Abbas
at Hirät, in 113 couplets, fols. 87, 88. A tale of a year of famine, in 222
couplets, fols. 89—91. A tale of Afräsiyäb, son of Pashang, in 89 couplets, fols. 91, 92. An explanation of this world and the next, in 894
couplets, fols. 93—103. What to do and what to avoid, in 128 couplets,
fols. 104, 105. The tale of King Dshamshed and his sister Dshamah,
in 87 couplets, fols. 105, 106, All these verses seem to have been obtained
from Kirmän by Bahman Pundshyah (Riv. No. 20). The old layman Marzubän, in 108 couplets, fols. 177, 178; and a few other short and unimportant fragments of verse.
8 127. The liturgical texts scattered about in Bu29 are the Patits, Afsuns
or incantations, Nyäyishes, Yasht-i Gähän, Marriage formulas, Gähs, Afnnagans,
Äfrins, Liturgy for the five Gätha days, introductory ritual, Khshnümans and
rituals for various occasions, and quotations from Vendidad, ix and xi. The
text being generally corrupt.
§ 128. The decisions and information are classified into the following
subjectsj and the number of authorities, quoted in each case, vary from one
to twenty-four:—The Awesta and Pahlavi alphabets, Nasks, Ashem-vohü and
Yathä-ahü-vairyo, KustT, Sudrah, and Patit; manuring land, truth and falsehood,
promise-breaking, perjury and oaths, justice, loans and interest, witnesses,
partnership, lawful and unlawful trading; care of fire, corpses, dead matter,
water, animal refuse, hair, nails, blood, and arable land; burial, making water,
Dakhmas, Astödäns, carriers of the dead, and SagdTd; mourning sinful, fate
of the soul, and rites after a death; children and suckling them; marriage,
wives, adultery, menstruation, childbirth, and miscarriage. Cooking-pots, plates,
and dishes; hair-cutting, combing, shaving, nail-paring, toothpicks, and burns;
noxious and eatable creatures, slaughtering rites, and domestic animals; wearing silk and eating honey, proper food and clothing, hot water does not
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cleanse from dead matter; converts, remedies, good works, and sins; Khedyödath and sodomy; give nothing to sinners, but liberally to the worthy; inward
prayer, the Gähänbärs, Bareshnüin, religious ceremonials and apparatus, with
diagrams; priests' infirmities. Zartusht's genealogy, dates, and future descendants; the last ages and the resurrection; man's spiritual nature; the creation
with diagrams, zodiac and lunar mansions, archdemons and archangels, planets
and heavens, regions of the earth, &c. Diagrams of Dakhmas and biers, with
Gudsharatl specifications and notes. In a few cases the same passage is
quoted to illustrate more than one subject
§ 129. It is probable that earlier missions to Iran than that of 1478
were sent from India, but the records of them have been lost Thus we
are told, in the earliest kolophon preserved in Ki (see p. 82) that Mähyär-i
Mäh-Mitrö, a priest from Utshh, near the Indus, after a stay of six years in
Sagastän, was about to return home in 1205 with a copy of the Pahlavi
Vendidad and religious information which he had obtained.
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